1. Introduction {#s000005}
===============

1.1. Model problem {#s000010}
------------------

By now, the thorough mathematical understanding of convergence and quasi-optimality of $h$-adaptive FEM for second-order elliptic PDEs has matured. However, the focus of the numerical analysis usually lies on model problems with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions, i.e.  $- \Delta u = f$ in $\Omega$ with $u = 0$ on $\Gamma = \partial\Omega$; see e.g.  [@br000005; @br000010; @br000015; @br000020; @br000025]. On a bounded Lipschitz domain $\Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^{2}$ with polygonal boundary $\Gamma = \partial\Omega$, we consider$$\begin{array}{rcl}
{- \Delta u} & = & {f\quad\text{in~}\Omega\text{,}} \\
u & = & {g\quad\text{on~}\Gamma_{D}\text{,}} \\
{\partial_{n}u} & = & {\phi\quad\text{on~}\Gamma_{N}} \\
\end{array}$$ with mixed Dirichlet--Neumann boundary conditions. The boundary $\Gamma$ is split into two relatively open boundary parts, namely the Dirichlet boundary $\Gamma_{D}$ and the Neumann boundary $\Gamma_{N}$, i.e.  $\Gamma_{D} \cap \Gamma_{N} = \operatorname{0\not{}}$ and ${\overline{\Gamma}}_{D} \cup {\overline{\Gamma}}_{N} = \Gamma$. We assume the surface measure of the Dirichlet boundary to be positive $\left| \Gamma_{D} \right| > 0$, whereas $\Gamma_{N}$ is allowed to be empty. The given data formally satisfy $f \in {\widetilde{H}}^{- 1}\left( \Omega \right)$, $g \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$, and $\phi \in H^{- 1/2}\left( \Gamma_{N} \right)$. As is usually required to derive (localized) a posteriori error estimators, we assume additional regularity of the given data, namely $f \in L^{2}\left( \Omega \right)$, $g \in H^{1}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$, and $\phi \in L^{2}\left( \Gamma_{N} \right)$.

Whereas certain work on a posteriori error estimation for  [(1)](#fd000005){ref-type="disp-formula"} has been done, cf.  [@br000030; @br000035], none of the proposed adaptive algorithms have been proven to converge. While the inclusion of inhomogeneous Neumann conditions $\phi$ into the convergence analysis seems to be obvious, incorporating inhomogeneous Dirichlet conditions $g$ is technically more demanding and requires novel ideas. First, discrete finite element functions cannot satisfy general inhomogeneous Dirichlet conditions. Therefore, the adaptive algorithm has to deal with an additional discretization $g_{\ell}$ of $g$. Second, this additional error has to be controlled in the natural trace space which is the fractional-order Sobolev space $H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$. Since the $H^{1/2}$-norm is non-local, the a posteriori error analysis requires appropriate localization techniques. These have recently been developed in the context of adaptive boundary element methods  [@br000040; @br000045; @br000050; @br000055; @br000060; @br000065]: Under certain orthogonality properties of $g - g_{\ell} \in H^{1}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$, the natural trace norm $\left\| g - g_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}$ is bounded by a locally weighted $H^{1}$-seminorm $\left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}$. Here, $h_{\ell}$ is the local mesh-width, and $\left( \cdot \right)^{\prime}$ denotes the arc length derivative. Finally, in contrast to homogeneous Dirichlet conditions $g = 0$, we loose the Galerkin orthogonality in the energy norm. This leads to certain technicalities to derive a contractive quasi-error which is equivalent to the overall Galerkin error in $H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$. In conclusion, quasi-optimality and even plain convergence of adaptive FEM with non-homogeneous Dirichlet data is a nontrivial task. To the best of our knowledge, only  [@br000070] analyzes convergence of adaptive FEM with inhomogeneous Dirichlet data. While the authors also consider the 2D model problem  [(1)](#fd000005){ref-type="disp-formula"} with $\Gamma_{D} = \Gamma$ and lowest-order elements, their analysis relies on an artificial non-standard marking criterion. Quasi-optimal convergence rates are not analyzed and can hardly be expected in general  [@br000005].

It is well-known that the Poisson problem  [(1)](#fd000005){ref-type="disp-formula"} admits a unique weak solution $u \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$ with $u = g$ on $\Gamma_{D}$ in the sense of traces which solves the variational formulation $$\left\langle \nabla u,\nabla v \right\rangle_{\Omega} = \left\langle f,v \right\rangle_{\Omega} + \left\langle \phi,v \right\rangle_{\Gamma_{N}}\quad\text{for~all~}v \in H_{D}^{1}\left( \Omega \right)\text{.}$$ Here, the test space reads $H_{D}^{1}\left( \Omega \right) = \left\{ v \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right):v = 0\text{~on~}\Gamma_{D}\text{~in~the~sense~of~traces} \right\}$, and $\left\langle \cdot , \cdot \right\rangle$ denotes the respective$L^{2}$-scalar products.

1.2. Discretization {#s000015}
-------------------

For the Galerkin discretization, let $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ be a regular triangulation of $\Omega$ into triangles $T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}$. We use lowest-order conforming elements, where the ansatz space reads $$\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right) = \left\{ V_{\ell} \in C\left( \overline{\Omega} \right):V_{\ell}|_{T}\text{~is~affine~for~all~}T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right\}\text{.}$$ Since a discrete function $U_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ cannot satisfy general continuous Dirichlet conditions, we have to discretize the given data $g \in H^{1}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$. According to the Sobolev inequality on the 1D manifold $\Gamma_{D}$, the given Dirichlet data are continuous on ${\overline{\Gamma}}_{D}$. Therefore, the nodal interpoland $g_{\ell}$ of $g$ is well-defined. As is usually done in practice, we approximate $g \approx g_{\ell}$. Again, it is well-known that there is a unique $U_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ with $U_{\ell} = g_{\ell}$ on $\Gamma_{D}$ which solves the Galerkin formulation $$\left\langle \nabla U_{\ell},\nabla V_{\ell} \right\rangle_{\Omega} = \left\langle f,V_{\ell} \right\rangle_{\Omega} + \left\langle \phi,V_{\ell} \right\rangle_{\Gamma_{N}}\quad\text{for~all~}V_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)\text{.}$$ Here, the test space is given by $\mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right) = \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right) \cap H_{D}^{1}\left( \Omega \right) = \left\{ V_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right):V_{\ell} = 0\text{~on~}\Gamma_{D} \right\}$.

1.3. A posteriori error estimation {#s000020}
----------------------------------

An element-based residual error estimator for this discretization reads $$\rho_{\ell}^{2} = \sum\limits_{T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}}\rho_{\ell}\left( T \right)^{2}$$ with corresponding refinement indicators $$\rho_{\ell}\left( T \right)^{2} ≔ \left| T \right|\,\left\| f \right\|_{L^{2}{(T)}}^{2} + \left| T \right|^{1/2}\left( \left\| \left\lbrack \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\rbrack \right\|_{L^{2}{(\partial T \cap \Omega)}}^{2} + \left\| \phi - \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\partial T \cap \Gamma_{N})}}^{2} + \left\| \left( g - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\partial T \cap \Gamma_{D})}}^{2} \right)\text{,}$$ where $\left\lbrack \cdot \right\rbrack$ denotes the jump across edges. We prove reliability and efficiency of $\rho_{\ell}$ ([Proposition 2](#e000010){ref-type="statement"}) and discrete local reliability ([Proposition 3](#e000020){ref-type="statement"}). Inspired by Carstensen and Verfürth  [@br000075] as well as Page and Praetorius  [@br000080], we introduce an edge-based error estimator $\varrho_{\ell}$ which reads $$\varrho_{\ell}^{2} = \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}}\varrho_{\ell}\left( E \right)^{2}\text{.}$$ For an edge $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$, its local contributions read $$\varrho_{\ell}\left( E \right)^{2} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{\left| E \right|\left\| \left\lbrack \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\rbrack \right\|_{L^{2}{(E)}}^{2} + \left| \omega_{\ell,E} \right|\left\| f - f_{\omega_{\ell,E}} \right\|_{\omega_{\ell,E}}^{2}} & {\text{if~}E \subset \Omega\text{,}} \\
{\left| E \right|\left\| \phi - \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\|_{L^{2}{(E)}}^{2}} & {\text{if~}E \subseteq \Gamma_{N}\text{,}} \\
{\left| E \right|\left\| \left( g - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(E)}}^{2}} & {\text{if~}E \subseteq \Gamma_{D}\text{.}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$ Here, $\omega_{\ell,E} \subset \Omega$ denotes the edge patch, and $f_{\omega_{\ell,E}}$ denotes the corresponding integral mean. The advantage of $\varrho_{\ell}$ is that the volume residual terms $\left| T \right|^{1/2}\left\| f \right\|_{L^{2}{(T)}}$ in  [(6)](#fd000030){ref-type="disp-formula"} are replaced by the edge oscillations $\left| \omega_{\ell,E} \right|^{1/2}\left\| f - f_{\omega_{\ell,E}} \right\|_{\omega_{\ell,E}}$, which are generically of higher order. The choice of $\left| E \right|\left\| \left( g - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(E)}}^{2}$ to measure the contribution of the Dirichlet data approximation is influenced by the Dirichlet data oscillations, cf. Section  [3.1](#s000065){ref-type="sec"}. We prove that $\rho_{\ell}$ and $\varrho_{\ell}$ are locally equivalent ([Lemma 4](#e000030){ref-type="statement"}) and thus obtain reliability and efficiency of $\varrho_{\ell}$ ([Proposition 5](#e000040){ref-type="statement"}) as well as discrete local reliability ([Proposition 6](#e000050){ref-type="statement"}).

1.4. Adaptive algorithm {#s000025}
-----------------------

We use the local contributions of $\varrho_{\ell}$ to mark edges for refinement in a realization ([Algorithm 7](#e000060){ref-type="statement"}) of the standard adaptive loop (AFEM) Our adaptive algorithm uses the well-studied Dörfler marking  [@br000010] to mark certain edges for refinement. We stress, however, that all results also hold for a variant of the standard marking strategy, proposed in  [@br000085; @br000090], and we refer to the extended preprint  [@br000095] for precise statements and proofs. Throughout, we use newest vertex bisection, and at least marked edges are bisected. Given some initial mesh $\mathcal{T}_{0}$, the algorithm generates successively locally refined meshes $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ with corresponding discrete solutions $U_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ of  [(4)](#fd000020){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

1.5. Main results {#s000030}
-----------------

The first main result ([Theorem 11](#e000095){ref-type="statement"}) states that the adaptive algorithm leads to a contraction $$\Delta_{\ell + 1} \leq \kappa\,\Delta_{\ell}\quad\text{for~all~}\ell \in \mathbb{N}_{0}\text{and~some~constant} 0 < \kappa < 1$$ for some quasi-error quantity $\Delta_{\ell} \simeq \varrho_{\ell}^{2}$ which is equivalent to the error estimator. In particular, this proves linear convergence of the adaptively generated solutions $U_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ to the (unknown) weak solution $u \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$ of  [(2)](#fd000010){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The main ingredients of the proof are an equivalent error estimator ${\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell} \simeq \varrho_{\ell}$ for which we prove some estimator reduction $${\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell + 1}^{\, 2} \leq q\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2} + C\,\left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2}\quad\text{for~all~}\ell \in \mathbb{N}_{0}\text{and~some} 0 < \kappa < 1\text{and} C > 0\text{,}$$ see [Lemma 9](#e000075){ref-type="statement"}, and a quasi-Galerkin orthogonality in [Lemma 10](#e000085){ref-type="statement"}, whereas the general concept follows that of  [@br000005].

The second main result is [Theorem 14](#e000125){ref-type="statement"} which states that the outcome of the adaptive algorithm is quasi-optimal in the sense of Stevenson  [@br000025]: Provided the given data $\left( f,g,\phi \right) \in L^{2}\left( \Omega \right) \times H^{1}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right) \times L^{2}\left( \Gamma_{N} \right)$ and the corresponding weak solution $u \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$ of  [(2)](#fd000010){ref-type="disp-formula"} belong to the approximation class $$\mathbb{A}_{s} ≔ \left\{ \left( u,f,g,\phi \right):\left\| \left( u,f,g,\phi \right) \right\|_{\mathbb{A}_{s}} ≔ \sup\limits_{N \in \mathbb{N}}\left( N^{s}\sigma\left( N,u,f,g,\phi \right) \right) < \infty \right\}$$ with $$\sigma\left( N,u,f,g,\phi \right)^{2} ≔ \inf\limits_{\mathcal{T}_{\ast} \in \mathbb{T}_{N}}\left\{ \inf\limits_{W_{\ast} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ast})}}\underset{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \nabla\left( u - W_{\ast} \right) \right\|}} + \underset{D, \ast}{\overset{2}{osc}} + \underset{\mathcal{T}, \ast}{\overset{2}{osc}} + \underset{N, \ast}{\overset{2}{osc}} \right\}\text{,}$$ the adaptively generated solutions also yield convergence order $\mathcal{O}\left( N^{- s} \right)$, i.e. $$\left\| u - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \left( \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} \right)^{1/2} \lesssim \left( \#\mathcal{T}_{\ell} - \#\mathcal{T}_{0} \right)^{- s}\text{.}$$ Here, $\mathbb{T}_{N}$ denotes the set of all triangulations $\mathcal{T}_{\ast}$ which can be obtained by local refinement of the initial mesh $\mathcal{T}_{0}$ such that $\#\mathcal{T}_{\ast} - \#\mathcal{T}_{0} \leq N$. Moreover, ${osc}_{\mathcal{T}, \ast},{osc}_{D, \ast}$, and ${osc}_{N, \ast}$ denote the data oscillations of the volume data $f$, the Dirichlet data $g$, and the Neumann data $\phi$, see Section  [3.1](#s000065){ref-type="sec"}.

The ingredients for the proof are the observation that the proposed marking strategy is optimal ([Proposition 12](#e000105){ref-type="statement"}) and the Céa-type estimate $$\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} \leq C_{cea}\left( \inf\limits_{W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ell})}}\underset{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \nabla\left( u - W_{\ell} \right) \right\|}} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} \right)$$ for the Galerkin solution $U_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ in [Lemma 13](#e000115){ref-type="statement"}.

For 3D, nodal interpolation of the Dirichlet data $g \in H^{1}\left( \Gamma \right)$ is not well-defined. In the literature, it is proposed to discretize $g$ by use of the $L^{2}$-projection  [@br000030] or the Scott--Zhang projection  [@br000035]. Our third theorem ([Theorem 17](#e000160){ref-type="statement"}) states convergence of the adaptive algorithm for either choice in 2D as well as 3D. The proof relies on the analytical observation that, under adaptive mesh-refinement, the Scott--Zhang projection converges pointwise to a limiting operator ([Lemma 15](#e000135){ref-type="statement"}), which might be of independent interest. Finally, we stress that the same results ([Theorems 11, 14 and 17](#e000095 e000125 e000160){ref-type="statement"}) hold if the element-based estimator $\rho_{\ell}$ from  [(5)](#fd000025){ref-type="disp-formula"} to [(6)](#fd000030){ref-type="disp-formula"} instead of the edge-based estimator $\varrho_{\ell}$ is used and if [Algorithm 7](#e000060){ref-type="statement"} marks certain elements for refinement.

1.6. Outline {#s000035}
------------

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We first collect some necessary preliminaries on, e.g., newest vertex bisection (Section  [2.2](#s000050){ref-type="sec"}) and the Scott--Zhang quasi-interpolation operator (Section  [2.3](#s000055){ref-type="sec"}). Section  [3](#s000060){ref-type="sec"} contains the analysis of the a posteriori error estimators $\rho_{\ell}$ from  [(5)](#fd000025){ref-type="disp-formula"} to [(6)](#fd000030){ref-type="disp-formula"} and $\varrho_{\ell}$ from  [(7)](#fd000035){ref-type="disp-formula"} to [(8)](#fd000040){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Moreover, we state the adaptive Algorithm in Section  [3.4](#s000080){ref-type="sec"}. The convergence is shown in Section  [4](#s000085){ref-type="sec"}, while the quasi-optimality results are found in Section  [5](#s000090){ref-type="sec"}. Whereas the major part of the paper is concerned with the 2D model problem, Section  [6](#s000115){ref-type="sec"} considers convergence of AFEM for 3D. Finally, some numerical experiments conclude the work.

2. Preliminaries {#s000040}
================

2.1. Notation {#s000045}
-------------

Throughout, $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ denotes a regular triangulation which is obtained by $\ell$ steps of (local) newest vertex bisection for a given initial triangulation $\mathcal{T}_{0}$. By $\mathcal{K}_{\ell} ≔ \mathcal{K}_{\ell}^{\Omega} \cup \mathcal{K}_{\ell}^{\Gamma}$, we denote the set of all interior nodes, respectively the set of all boundary nodes of $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$. By $\mathcal{E}_{\ell}$, we denote the set of all edges of $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ which is split into the interior edges $\mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Omega} = \left\{ E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}:E \cap \Omega \neq \operatorname{0\not{}} \right\}$ and boundary edges $\mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Gamma} = \mathcal{E}_{\ell} \smallsetminus \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Omega}$. We restrict ourselves to meshes $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ such that each $T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ has an interior node, i.e. $\partial T \cap \mathcal{K}_{\ell}^{\Omega} \neq \operatorname{0\not{}}$. Note, that this is only an assumption on the initial mesh $\mathcal{T}_{0}$. We assume that the partition of $\Gamma$ into Dirichlet boundary $\Gamma_{D}$ and Neumann boundary $\Gamma_{N}$ is resolved, i.e.  $\mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Gamma}$ is split into $\mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D} = \left\{ E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}:E \subseteq {\overline{\Gamma}}_{D} \right\}$ and $\mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{N} = \left\{ E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}:E \subseteq {\overline{\Gamma}}_{N} \right\}$. Note that $\mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D}$ (resp.  $\mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{N}$) provides a partition of $\Gamma_{D}$ (resp.  $\Gamma_{N}$).

For a node $z \in \mathcal{K}_{\ell}$, the corresponding patch is defined by $$\omega_{\ell,z} = \bigcup\left\{ T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}:z \in \partial T \right\}\text{.}$$ For an edge $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$, the edge patch is defined by $$\omega_{\ell,E} = \bigcup\left\{ T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}:E \subset \partial T \right\}\text{.}$$ Moreover, for a given node $z \in \mathcal{K}_{\ell}$, $$\mathcal{E}_{\ell,z} = \bigcup\left\{ E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}:z \in E \right\}$$ denotes the star of edges originating at $z$.

2.2. Newest vertex bisection {#s000050}
----------------------------

Throughout, we assume that newest vertex bisection is used for mesh-refinement, see [Fig. 1](#f000005){ref-type="fig"}. Let $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ be a given mesh and $\mathcal{M}_{\ell} \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$ an arbitrary set of marked edges. Then, $$\mathcal{T}_{\ell + 1} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell},\mathcal{M}_{\ell} \right)$$ denotes the coarsest regular triangulation such that all marked edges $E \in \mathcal{M}_{\ell}$ have been bisected. Moreover, we write $$\mathcal{T}_{\ast} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$$ if $\mathcal{T}_{\ast}$ is a finite refinement of $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$, i.e., there are finitely many triangulations $\mathcal{T}_{\ell + 1},\ldots,\mathcal{T}_{n}$ and sets of marked edges $\mathcal{M}_{\ell} \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{\ell},\ldots,\mathcal{M}_{n - 1} \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{n - 1}$ such that $\mathcal{T}_{\ast} = \mathcal{T}_{n}$ and $\mathcal{T}_{j + 1} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{j},\mathcal{M}_{j} \right)$ for all $j = \ell,\ldots,n - 1$.

We stress that, for a fixed initial mesh $\mathcal{T}_{0}$, only finitely many shapes of triangles $T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ appear. In particular, only finitely many shapes of patches  [(16)](#fd000080){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(17)](#fd000085){ref-type="disp-formula"} appear. This observation will be used below. Moreover, newest vertex bisection guarantees that any sequence $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ of generated meshes with $\mathcal{T}_{\ell + 1} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ is uniformly shape regular in the sense of $$\sup\limits_{\ell \in \mathbb{N}}\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right) < \infty\text{,}\quad\text{where~}\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right) = \max\limits_{T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}}\frac{{diam}\left( T \right)^{2}}{\left| T \right|}\text{.}$$ Further details are found in  [@br000100].

2.3. Scott--Zhang quasi-interpolation and discrete lifting operators {#s000055}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Our analysis below makes heavy use of the Scott--Zhang projection $\left. P_{\ell}:H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)\rightarrow\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right) \right.$ from  [@br000105]: For all nodes $z \in \mathcal{K}_{\ell}$, one chooses an edge $E_{z} \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$ with $z \in E_{z}$. For $z \in \Gamma$, this choice is restricted to $E_{z} \subset \Gamma$. Moreover, for $z \in {\overline{\Gamma}}_{D}$, we even enforce $E_{z} \subset {\overline{\Gamma}}_{D}$. For $w \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$, $P_{\ell}w$ is then defined by $$\left( P_{\ell}w \right)\left( z \right) ≔ \left\langle \psi_{z},w \right\rangle_{E_{z}}\text{,}$$ for a node $z \in \mathcal{K}_{\ell}$. Here, $\psi_{z} \in L^{2}\left( E_{z} \right)$ denotes the dual basis function defined by $\left\langle \psi_{z},\varphi_{z^{\prime}} \right\rangle_{E_{z}} = \delta_{zz^{\prime}}$, and $\varphi_{z} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ denotes the hat function associated with $z \in \mathcal{K}_{\ell}$. By definition, we then have the following projection properties •$P_{\ell}W_{\ell} = W_{\ell}$ for all $W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$,•$\left( P_{\ell}w \right)\left. |_{\Gamma} = w \right|_{\Gamma}$ for all $w \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$ and $W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ with $w\left. |_{\Gamma} = W_{\ell} \right|_{\Gamma}$,•$\left( P_{\ell}w \right)\left. |_{\Gamma_{D}} = w \right|_{\Gamma_{D}}$ for all $w \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$ and $W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ with $w\left. |_{\Gamma_{D}} = W_{\ell} \right|_{\Gamma_{D}}$, i.e. the projection $P_{\ell}$ preserves discrete (Dirichlet) boundary data. Moreover, $P_{\ell}$ satisfies the following stability property $$\left\| \left( 1 - P_{\ell} \right)w \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \leq C_{sz}\,\left\| \nabla w \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}\quad\text{for~all~}w \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$$ and approximation property $$\left\| \left( 1 - P_{\ell} \right)w \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \leq C_{sz}\,\left\| h_{\ell}\nabla w \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}\quad\text{for~all~}w \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$$ where $C_{sz} > 0$ depends only on $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ and ${diam}\left( \Omega \right)$. Together with the projection property onto $\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$, it is an easy consequence of the stability  [(22)](#fd000115){ref-type="disp-formula"} of $P_{\ell}$ that $$\left\| \left( 1 - P_{\ell} \right)w \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} = \min\limits_{W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ell})}}\left\| \left( 1 - P_{\ell} \right)\left( w - W_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \min\limits_{W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ell})}}\left\| \nabla\left( w - W_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}$$ for all $w \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$. In particular, $P_{\ell}$ is quasi-optimal in the sense of the Céa lemma with respect to $\left\| \cdot \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}$ and $\left\| \nabla\left( \cdot \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}$, i.e. (25)$$\left\| \left( 1 - P_{\ell} \right)w \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \min\limits_{W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ell})}}\left\| w - W_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}\text{,}$$$$\left\| \nabla\left( 1 - P_{\ell} \right)w \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \min\limits_{W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ell})}}\left\| \nabla\left( w - W_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}\text{.}$$ Moreover, $P_{\ell}$ allows to define a discrete lifting operator $$\left. \mathcal{L}_{\ell} ≔ P_{\ell}\mathcal{L}:\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Gamma} \right)\rightarrow\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)\text{,}\quad\text{i.e.~}\mathcal{L}_{\ell}\left( W_{\ell}|_{\Gamma} \right)|_{\Gamma} = W_{\ell}|_{\Gamma}\text{~for~all~}W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right) \right.$$ whose operator norm is uniformly bounded in terms of $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$. Here, $\mathcal{L} \in L\left( H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right);H^{1}\left( \Omega \right) \right)$ denotes an arbitrary lifting operator, i.e. $\left( \mathcal{L}w \right)|_{\Gamma} = w$ for all $w \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)$, see e.g.  [@br000110].

Finally, we put emphasis on the fact that our definition of $P_{\ell}$ also provides an operator $\left. P_{\ell} = P_{\ell}^{\Gamma}:L^{2}\left( \Gamma \right)\rightarrow\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Gamma} \right) \right.$ which is consistent in the sense that $\left( P_{\ell}v \right)|_{\Gamma} = P_{\ell}^{\Gamma}\left( v|_{\Gamma} \right)$ for all $v \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$. Using the definition of $H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)$ as the trace space of $H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$ and the stability  [(22)](#fd000115){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we see $$\left\| \hat{g} - P_{\ell}\hat{g} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma)}} ≔ \inf\left\{ \left\| w \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}:w \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right),w|_{\Gamma} = \hat{g} - P_{\ell}\hat{g} \right\} \leq \inf\left\{ \left\| w - P_{\ell}w \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}:w \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right),w|_{\Gamma} = \hat{g} \right\} \lesssim \inf\left\{ \left\| \nabla w \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}:w \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right),w|_{\Gamma} = \hat{g} \right\} \leq \inf\left\{ \left\| w \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}:w \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right),w|_{\Gamma} = \hat{g} \right\} = \left\| \hat{g} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma)}}$$ for all $\hat{g} \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)$, i.e.  $\left. P_{\ell}:H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)\rightarrow\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Gamma} \right) \right.$ is a continuous projection with respect to the $H^{1/2}$-norm. In particular, $P_{\ell}$ also provides a continuous projection $\left. P_{\ell} = P_{\ell}^{D}:H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)\rightarrow\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D} \right) \right.$, since $$\left\| g - P_{\ell}g \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}} \leq \inf\left\{ \left\| \hat{g} - P_{\ell}\hat{g} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma)}}:\hat{g} \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right),\hat{g}|_{\Gamma_{D}} = g \right\} \lesssim \inf\left\{ \left\| \hat{g} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma)}}:\hat{g} \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right),\hat{g}|_{\Gamma_{D}} = g \right\} = \left\| g \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}$$ for all $g \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$. As before, this definition is consistent with the previous notation of $P_{\ell}$ since $\left( P_{\ell}^{\Gamma}\hat{g} \right)|_{\Gamma_{D}} = P_{\ell}^{D}\left( \hat{g}|_{\Gamma_{D}} \right)$ for all $\hat{g} \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)$.

3. A posteriori error estimation and adaptive mesh-refinement {#s000060}
=============================================================

3.1. Data oscillations {#s000065}
----------------------

We start with the element data oscillations $${osc}_{\mathcal{T},\ell}^{2} ≔ \sum\limits_{T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}}{osc}_{\mathcal{T},\ell}\left( T \right)^{2}\text{,}\quad\text{where~}{osc}_{\mathcal{T},\ell}\left( T \right)^{2} ≔ \left| T \right|\,\underset{L^{2}{(T)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| f - f_{T} \right\|}}\text{~for~all~}T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}$$ and where $f_{T} ≔ \left| T \right|^{- 1}\int_{T}f\, dx \in \mathbb{R}$ denotes the integral mean over an element $T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}$. These arise in the efficiency estimate for residual error estimators.

Our residual error estimator will involve the edge data oscillations $${osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}^{2} ≔ \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Omega}}{osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( E \right)^{2}\text{,}\quad\text{where~}{osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( E \right)^{2} ≔ \left| \omega_{\ell,E} \right|\,\underset{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,E})}}{\overset{2}{\left\| f - f_{\omega_{\ell,E}} \right\|}}\text{~for~all~}E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Omega}\text{.}$$ Here, $\omega_{\ell,E} \subset \Omega$ is the edge patch from  [(17)](#fd000085){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and $f_{\omega_{\ell,E}} \in \mathbb{R}$ is the corresponding integral mean of $f$.

For the analysis, we shall additionally need the node data oscillations $${osc}_{\mathcal{K},\ell}^{2} ≔ \sum\limits_{z \in \mathcal{K}_{\ell}^{\Omega}}{osc}_{\mathcal{K},\ell}\left( z \right)^{2}\text{,}\quad\text{where~}{osc}_{\mathcal{K},\ell}\left( z \right)^{2} ≔ \left| \omega_{\ell,z} \right|\,\underset{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,z})}}{\overset{2}{\left\| f - f_{\omega_{\ell,z}} \right\|}}\text{~for~all~}z \in \mathcal{K}_{\ell}^{\Omega}\text{.}$$ Here, $\omega_{\ell,z} \subset \Omega$ is the node patch from  [(16)](#fd000080){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and $f_{\omega_{\ell,z}} \in \mathbb{R}$ is the corresponding integral mean of $f$.

Moreover, the efficiency needs the Neumann data oscillations $${osc}_{N,\ell}^{2} ≔ \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{N}}{osc}_{N,\ell}\left( E \right)^{2}\text{,}\quad\text{where~}{osc}_{N,\ell}\left( E \right)^{2} ≔ \left| E \right|\,\underset{L^{2}{(E)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \phi - \phi_{E} \right\|}}\text{~for~all~}E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{N}$$ and where $\phi_{E} ≔ \left| E \right|^{- 1}\int_{E}\phi\, dx$ denotes the integral mean over an edge $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{N}$.

Finally, the approximation of the Dirichlet data $g \approx g_{\ell}$ is controlled by the Dirichlet data oscillations $${osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} ≔ \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D}}{osc}_{D,\ell}\left( E \right)^{2}\text{,}\quad\text{where~}{osc}_{D,\ell}\left( E \right)^{2} ≔ \left| E \right|\underset{L^{2}{(E)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \left( g - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|}}\text{~for~all~}E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D}\text{.}$$ Recall that, on the 1D manifold $\Gamma_{D}$, the derivative of the nodal interpoland is the elementwise best approximation of the derivative by piecewise constants, i.e.,  $$\left\| \left( g - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(E)}} = \min\limits_{c \in \mathbb{R}}\left\| g^{\prime} - c \right\|_{L^{2}{(E)}}\quad\text{for~all~}E \in \underset{\ell}{\overset{D}{\mathcal{E}}}\text{.}$$ According to the elementwise Pythagoras theorem, this implies $$\left\| \left( g - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(E)}}^{2} + \left\| \left( g_{\ell} - {\widetilde{g}}_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(E)}}^{2} = \left\| \left( g - {\widetilde{g}}_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(E)}}^{2}\quad\text{for~all~}{\widetilde{g}}_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D} \right)$$ and all Dirichlet edges $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D}$. This observation will be crucial in the analysis below. Moreover,  [(32)](#fd000185){ref-type="disp-formula"} yields $$\left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}} = \min\limits_{W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ell})}}\left\| \underset{\ell}{\overset{1/2}{h}}\left( g - W_{\ell}|_{\Gamma} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}\text{.}$$ The following result is found in  [@br000060].

Lemma 1*Let* $g \in H^{1}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$ *and let* $g_{\ell}$ *denote the nodal interpoland of* $g_{\ell}$ *on* ${\overline{\Gamma}}_{D}$ *. Then,*$$\left\| g - g_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}} \leq C_{1}\,{osc}_{D,\ell}\text{,}$$*where the constant* $C_{1} > 0$ *depends only on the shape regularity constant* $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *and* $\Omega$ *. □*

To keep the notation simple, we extend the Dirichlet and the Neumann data oscillations from  [(30)](#fd000175){ref-type="disp-formula"} to [(31)](#fd000180){ref-type="disp-formula"} by zero to all edges $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$, e.g.  ${osc}_{D,\ell}\left( E \right) = 0$ for $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell} \smallsetminus \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D}$. Moreover, we will write $${osc}_{\mathcal{T},\ell}\left( \omega_{\ell,z} \right)^{2} = \sum\limits_{\frac{T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}}{T \subset \omega_{\ell,z}}}{osc}_{\mathcal{T},\ell}\left( T \right)^{2}\quad\text{resp.~}{osc}_{N,\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell,z} \right)^{2} = \sum\limits_{\frac{E \in \underset{\ell}{\overset{N}{\mathcal{E}}}}{E \subset \mathcal{E}_{\ell,z}}}{osc}_{N,\ell}\left( E \right)^{2}$$ to abbreviate the notation.

3.2. Element-based residual error estimator {#s000070}
-------------------------------------------

Our first proposition states reliability and efficiency of the error estimator $\rho_{\ell}$ from  [(5)](#fd000025){ref-type="disp-formula"} to [(6)](#fd000030){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Proposition 2Reliability and efficiency of $\rho_{\ell}$*The error estimator* $\rho_{\ell}$ *is reliable*$$\left\| u - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \leq C_{2}\,\rho_{\ell}$$*and efficient*$$C_{3}^{- 1}\,\rho_{\ell} \leq \left( \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{T},\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{N,\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} \right)^{1/2}\text{.}$$*The constants* $C_{2},C_{3} > 0$ *depend only on the shape regularity constant* $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *and on* $\Omega$*.*

Sketch of proofWe consider a continuous auxiliary problem $$- \Delta w = 0\quad\text{in~}\Omega\text{,}$$$$w = g - g_{\ell}\quad\text{~on~}\Gamma_{D}\text{,}$$$$\partial_{n}w = 0\quad\text{on~}\Gamma_{N}\text{,}$$ with unique solution $w \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$. We then have norm equivalence $\left\| w \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \simeq \left\| g - g_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}$ as well as $u - U_{\ell} - w \in H_{D}^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$. From this, we obtain $$\left\| u - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}^{2} \lesssim \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} - w \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \left\| g - g_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2}\text{.}$$ Whereas the second term is controlled by [Lemma 1](#e000005){ref-type="statement"}, the first can be handled as for homogeneous Dirichlet data, i.e. use of the Galerkin orthogonality combined with approximation estimates for a Clément-type quasi-interpolation operator. Details are found e.g. in  [@br000030]. This proves reliability  [(37)](#fd000210){ref-type="disp-formula"}.By use of bubble functions and local scaling arguments, one obtains the estimates $$\left| T \right|\,\left\| f \right\|_{L^{2}{(T)}}^{2} \lesssim \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(T)}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{T},\ell}\left( T \right)^{2} + {osc}_{N,\ell}\left( \partial T \cap \Gamma_{N} \right)\text{,}$$$$\left| T \right|^{1/2}\,\left\| \left\lbrack \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\rbrack \right\|_{L^{2}{(E \cap \Omega)}}^{2} \lesssim \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,E})}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{T},\ell}\left( \omega_{\ell,E} \right)^{2}\text{,}$$$$\left| T \right|^{1/2}\,\left\| \phi - \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\|_{L^{2}{(E \cap \Gamma_{N})}}^{2} \lesssim \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,E})}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{T},\ell}\left( \omega_{\ell,E} \right)^{2} + {osc}_{N,\ell}\left( E \cap \Gamma_{N} \right)^{2}\text{,}$$ where $\omega_{\ell,E}$ denotes the edge patch of $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$. Details are found e.g. in  [@br000100; @br000115]. Summing these estimates over all elements, one obtains the efficiency estimate  [(38)](#fd000215){ref-type="disp-formula"}. □

Proposition 3Discrete local reliability of $\rho_{\ell}$*Let* $\mathcal{T}_{\ast} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *be an arbitrary refinement of* $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ *with associated Galerkin solution* $U_{\ast} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$ *. Let* $\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right) ≔ \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \smallsetminus \mathcal{T}_{\ast}$ *be the set of all elements* $T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ *which are refined to generate* $\mathcal{T}_{\ast}$ *. Then, there holds*$$\left\| U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \leq C_{4}\,\rho_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right) \right)$$*with some constant* $C_{4} > 0$ *which depends only on* $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *and* $\Omega$*.*

ProofWe consider a discrete auxiliary problem $$\left\langle \nabla W_{\ast},\nabla V_{\ast} \right\rangle_{\Omega} = 0\quad\text{for~all~}V_{\ast} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$$ with unique solution $W_{\ast} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$ with $W_{\ast}|_{\Gamma_{D}} = g_{\ast} - g_{\ell}$. To estimate the $H^{1}$-norm of $W_{\ast}$ in terms of the boundary data, let $\left. \mathcal{L}_{\ast}\,:H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)\rightarrow\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right) \right.$ denote the discrete lifting operator from  [(26)](#fd000145){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Let ${\hat{g}}_{\ast},{\hat{g}}_{\ell} \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)$ be arbitrary extensions of $g_{\ast}$ and $g_{\ell}$, respectively. Then, we have $V_{\ast} = W_{\ast} - \mathcal{L}_{\ast}\left( {\hat{g}}_{\ast} - {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right) \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$. According to the triangle inequality and a Poincaré inequality for $V_{\ast} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$, we first observe $$\left\| W_{\ast} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \leq \left\| V_{\ast} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} + \left\| \mathcal{L}_{\ast}\left( {\hat{g}}_{\ast} - {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \left\| \nabla V_{\ast} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} + \left\| \mathcal{L}_{\ast}\left( {\hat{g}}_{\ast} - {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \left\| \nabla W_{\ast} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} + \left\| \mathcal{L}_{\ast}\left( {\hat{g}}_{\ast} - {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}\text{.}$$ Moreover, the variational formulation for $W_{\ast} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$ yields $$0 = \left\langle \nabla W_{\ast},\nabla V_{\ast} \right\rangle_{\Omega} = \left\| \nabla W_{\ast} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} - \left\langle \nabla W_{\ast},\nabla\mathcal{L}_{\ast}\left( {\hat{g}}_{\ast} - {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right) \right\rangle_{\Omega}\text{,}$$ whence by the Cauchy--Schwarz inequality $$\left\| \nabla W_{\ast} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \leq \left\| \nabla\mathcal{L}_{\ast}\left( {\hat{g}}_{\ast} - {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \left\| {\hat{g}}_{\ast} - {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma)}}\text{.}$$ Altogether, this proves $\left\| W_{\ast} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \left\| {\hat{g}}_{\ast} - {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma)}}$. Since the extensions ${\hat{g}}_{\ast},{\hat{g}}_{\ell}$ were arbitrary and by definition of the $H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$-norm, this proves $$\left\| W_{\ast} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \left\| g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}} \lesssim \left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}\text{,}$$ where we have finally used that $g_{\ell}$ is also the nodal interpoland of $g_{\ast}$ so that [Lemma 1](#e000005){ref-type="statement"} applies. For an element $T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \cap \mathcal{T}_{\ast}$ holds $g_{\ast}|_{\partial T \cap \Gamma_{D}} = g_{\ell}|_{\partial T \cap \Gamma_{D}}$, and the last term thus satisfies $$\left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2} \simeq \sum\limits_{T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}}\left| T \right|^{1/2}\underset{L^{2}{(\partial T \cap \Gamma_{D})}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|}} = \sum\limits_{T \in \mathcal{R}_{\ell}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ast})}}\left| T \right|^{1/2}\underset{L^{2}{(\partial T \cap \Gamma_{D})}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|}}\text{.}$$ With the orthogonality relation  [(33)](#fd000190){ref-type="disp-formula"} applied for $g_{\ast} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast}|_{\Gamma_{D}} \right)$, we see $$\left\| W_{\ast} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}^{2} \lesssim \sum\limits_{T \in \mathcal{R}_{\ell}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ast})}}\left| T \right|^{1/2}\underset{L^{2}{(\partial T \cap \Gamma_{D})}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|}} \leq \sum\limits_{T \in \mathcal{R}_{\ell}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ast})}}\left| T \right|^{1/2}\underset{L^{2}{(\partial T \cap \Gamma_{D})}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \left( g - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|}}\text{.}$$ Finally, we observe $U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} - W_{\ast} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$ with $$\left\langle \nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} - W_{\ast} \right),\nabla V_{\ell} \right\rangle = 0\quad\text{for~all~}V_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)\text{.}$$ Arguing as in  [@br000005], we see $$\left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} - W_{\ast} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} \lesssim \sum\limits_{T \in \mathcal{R}_{\ell}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ast})}}\left( \left| T \right|\,\underset{L^{2}{(T)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| f \right\|}} + \left| T \right|^{1/2}\,\left\| \left\lbrack \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\rbrack \right\|_{L^{2}{(\partial T \cap \Omega)}}^{2} + \left| T \right|^{1/2}\,\left\| \phi - \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\partial T \cap \Gamma_{N})}}^{2} \right)\text{.}$$ Finally, we again use the triangle inequality and the Poincaré inequality to see $$\left\| U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}^{2} \lesssim \left\| W_{\ast} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} - W_{\ast} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2}$$ and thus obtain the discrete local reliability  [(40)](#fd000265){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The constant $C_{4} > 0$ depends only on $C_{1} > 0$ and on local estimates for the Scott--Zhang projection which are controlled by boundedness of $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$. □

3.3. Edge-based residual error estimator {#s000075}
----------------------------------------

In the following, we show that the edge-based estimator $\varrho_{\ell}$ from  [(7)](#fd000035){ref-type="disp-formula"} to [(8)](#fd000040){ref-type="disp-formula"} is locally equivalent to the element-based error estimator $\rho_{\ell}$ from the previous section. The main advantage is that $\varrho_{\ell}$ replaces the volume residuals $${res}_{\ell}\left( T \right) ≔ \left| T \right|\,\left\| f \right\|_{L^{2}{(T)}}$$ by the edge oscillations ${osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}$. We define the edge jump contributions $$\eta_{\ell}\left( E \right)^{2} ≔ \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{\left| E \right|\,\left\| \left\lbrack \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\rbrack \right\|_{L^{2}{(E)}}^{2}} & {\text{for~}E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Omega}\text{,}} \\
{\left| E \right|\,\left\| \phi - \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\|_{L^{2}{(E)}}^{2}} & {\text{for~}E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{N}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$ where $\left\lbrack \cdot \right\rbrack$ denotes the jump across an interior edge. Together with the edge oscillations from  [(28)](#fd000165){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the Dirichlet oscillations from  [(31)](#fd000180){ref-type="disp-formula"}, our version of the residual error estimator from  [(7)](#fd000035){ref-type="disp-formula"} to [(8)](#fd000040){ref-type="disp-formula"} reads $$\varrho_{\ell}^{2} = \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}}\varrho_{\ell}\left( E \right)^{2} = \sum\limits_{E \in \underset{\ell}{\overset{\Omega}{\mathcal{E}}} \cup \underset{\ell}{\overset{N}{\mathcal{E}}}}\eta_{\ell}\left( E \right)^{2} + \sum\limits_{E \in \underset{\ell}{\overset{\Omega}{\mathcal{E}}}}{osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( E \right)^{2} + \sum\limits_{E \in \underset{\ell}{\overset{D}{\mathcal{E}}}}{osc}_{D,\ell}\left( E \right)^{2}\text{.}$$ Note that ${osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell,z} \right)$, $\eta_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell,z} \right)$, and ${res}_{\ell}\left( \omega_{\ell,E} \right)$ are defined analogously to  [(36)](#fd000205){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The following lemma implies local equivalence of the estimators $\rho_{\ell}$ and $\varrho_{\ell}$.

Lemma 4*The following local estimates hold:*(i)${osc}_{\mathcal{T},\ell}\left( \omega_{\ell,E} \right) \leq {osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( E \right) \leq C_{5}{res}_{\ell}\left( \omega_{\ell,E} \right)$ *for all* $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Omega}$*.*(ii)${res}_{\ell}\left( \omega_{\ell,z} \right) \leq C_{6}\left( \eta_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell,z} \right) + {osc}_{\mathcal{K},\ell}\left( z \right) \right)$ *for all* $z \in \mathcal{K}_{\ell}^{\Omega}$*.*(iii)$C_{7}^{- 1}\,{osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell,z} \right) \leq {osc}_{\mathcal{K},\ell}\left( z \right) \leq C_{8}\,{osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell,z} \right)$ *for all* $z \in \mathcal{K}_{\ell}^{\Omega}$*.The constants* $C_{5},C_{6},C_{7} > 0$ *depend only on the shape regularity constant* $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$*, whereas* $C_{8} > 0$ *depends on the use of newest vertex bisection and the initial mesh* $\mathcal{T}_{0}$*.*

Sketch of proofThe proof of (i) follows from the fact that taking the integral mean $f_{\omega}$ is the $L^{2}$ best approximation by a constant, i.e.  $$\left\| f - f_{\omega} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\omega)}} = \min\limits_{c \in \mathbb{R}}\left\| f - c \right\|_{L^{2}{(\omega)}}\quad\text{for~all~measurable~}\omega \subseteq \Omega\text{,}$$ and that the area of neighboring elements can only change up to $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$. The estimate (ii) is well-known and found, e.g., in[@br000015]. Note that (ii) essentially needs the condition that each element $T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ has an interior node, cf. Section  [2.1](#s000045){ref-type="sec"}. The lower estimate in (iii) follows from the same arguments as (i), namely $$\left\| f - f_{\omega_{\ell,E}} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,E})}} \leq \left\| f - f_{\omega_{\ell,z}} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,E})}} \leq \left\| f - f_{\omega_{\ell,z}} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,z})}}$$ and the fact that--up to shape regularity--only finitely many edges belong to $\mathcal{E}_{\ell,z}$. For $f$ being a piecewise polynomial, the upper estimate in (iii) follows from a scaling argument since both terms, ${osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell,z} \right) \simeq {osc}_{\mathcal{K},\ell}\left( z \right)$ define seminorms on $\mathcal{P}^{p}\left( \left\{ T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}:z \in T \right\} \right)$ with kernel being the constant functions. Note that the equivalence constants depend on the shape of the node patch $\omega_{\ell,z}$, but newest vertex bisection leads only to finitely many shapes of the patches. For arbitrary $f \in L^{2}\left( \Omega \right)$, we first observe that the $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$-piecewise integral mean $f_{\ell} \in \mathcal{P}^{0}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$, defined by $f_{\ell}|_{T} = f_{T}$ for all $T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}$, satisfies $\left( f_{\ell} \right)_{\omega_{\ell,E}} = f_{\omega_{\ell,E}}$ as well as $\left( f_{\ell} \right)_{\omega_{\ell,z}} = f_{\omega_{\ell,z}}$, e.g.  $$\left( f_{\ell} \right)_{\omega_{\ell,z}} = \frac{1}{\left| \omega_{\ell,z} \right|}\int_{\omega_{\ell,z}}f_{\ell}\, dx = \frac{1}{\left| \omega_{\ell,z} \right|}\sum\limits_{T \subset \omega_{\ell,z}}\int_{T}f_{\ell}\, dx = \frac{1}{\left| \omega_{\ell,z} \right|}\sum\limits_{T \subset \omega_{\ell,z}}\int_{T}f\, dx = f_{\omega_{\ell,z}}\text{.}$$ This and the Pythagoras theorem for the integral mean $f_{\ell}$ prove $$\left\| f - f_{\omega_{\ell,z}} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,z})}}^{2} = \left\| f - f_{\ell} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,z})}}^{2} + \left\| f_{\ell} - f_{\omega_{\ell,z}} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,z})}}^{2} \lesssim \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell,z}}\underset{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,E})}}{\overset{2}{\left\| f - f_{\ell} \right\|}} + \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell,z}}\underset{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,E})}}{\overset{2}{\left\| f_{\ell} - f_{\omega_{\ell,z}} \right\|}} = \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell,z}}\underset{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell,E})}}{\overset{2}{\left\| f - f_{\omega_{\ell,z}} \right\|}}\text{.}$$ Scaling with $\left| \omega_{\ell,z} \right| \simeq \left| \omega_{\ell,E} \right|$ concludes the proof. □

Proposition 5Reliability and efficiency of $\varrho_{\ell}$*The error estimator* $\varrho_{\ell}$ *is reliable*$$\left\| u - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \leq C_{rel}\,\varrho_{\ell}$$*and efficient*$$C_{eff}^{- 1}\,\varrho_{\ell} \leq \left( \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{T},\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{N,\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} \right)^{1/2}\text{.}$$*The constants* $C_{rel},C_{eff} > 0$ *depend only on* $\Omega$*, the use of newest vertex bisection, and the initial mesh* $\mathcal{T}_{0}$*.*

ProofWith the help of the preceding lemma, we obtain equivalence $\varrho_{\ell} \simeq \rho_{\ell}$. Consequently, reliability and efficiency of $\varrho_{\ell}$ follow from the respective properties of the element-based estimator $\rho_{\ell}$, see [Proposition 2](#e000010){ref-type="statement"}. □

Proposition 6Discrete local reliability of $\varrho_{\ell}$*Let* $\mathcal{T}_{\ast} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *be an arbitrary refinement of* $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ *with associated Galerkin solution* $U_{\ast} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$ *. Let* $\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right) ≔ \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \smallsetminus \mathcal{T}_{\ast}$ *be the set of all elements* $T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ *which are refined to generate* $\mathcal{T}_{\ast}$ *and*$$\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) ≔ \left\{ E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}:\exists T \in \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)\quad E \cap T \neq \operatorname{0\not{}} \right\}$$*be the set of all edges which touch a refined element. Then,*$$\#\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \leq C_{ref}\,\#\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$$*and*$$\left\| U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \leq C_{dlr}\,\varrho_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)$$*with constants* $C_{ref},C_{dlr} > 0$ *which depend only on* $\Omega$*, the use of newest vertex bisection, and the initial mesh* $\mathcal{T}_{0}$*.*

ProofAccording to shape regularity, the number of elements which share a node $z \in \mathcal{K}_{\ell}$ is uniformly bounded. Consequently, so is the number of edges which touch an element $T \in \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$ which will be refined. This proves the estimate $\#\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \leq C_{ref}\,\#\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$. To prove  [(49)](#fd000375){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we use the discrete local reliability of $\rho_{\ell}$ from [Proposition 3](#e000020){ref-type="statement"}. With the help of [Lemma 4](#e000030){ref-type="statement"}, each refinement indicator $\rho_{\ell}\left( T \right)$ for $T \in \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$ is dominated by finitely many indicators $\varrho_{\ell}\left( E \right)$ for $E \in \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right)$, where the number depends only on the shape regularity constant $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$. □

3.4. Adaptive algorithm based on Dörfler marking {#s000080}
------------------------------------------------

Our version of the adaptive algorithm has been well-studied in the literature mainly for element-based estimators, cf. e.g.  [@br000005].

Algorithm 7Let adaptivity parameter $0 < \theta < 1$ and initial triangulation $\mathcal{T}_{0}$ be given. For each $\ell = 0,1,2,\ldots$ do:(i)Compute discrete solution $U_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$.(ii)Compute refinement indicators $\varrho_{\ell}\left( E \right)$ for all $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$.(iii)Choose set $\mathcal{M}_{\ell} \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$ with minimal cardinality such that $$\theta\,\varrho_{\ell}^{2} \leq \varrho_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{M}_{\ell} \right)^{2}\text{.}$$(iv)Generate new mesh $\mathcal{T}_{\ell + 1} ≔ \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell},\mathcal{M}_{\ell} \right)$.(v)Update counter $\left. \ell\mapsto\ell + 1 \right.$ and go to (i).

4. Convergence of the adaptive algorithm {#s000085}
========================================

In this section, we prove a contraction property $\Delta_{\ell + 1} \leq \kappa\,\Delta_{\ell}$ for some quasi-error quantity $\Delta_{\ell} \simeq \varrho_{\ell}^{2}$. To that end, we first introduce a locally equivalent error estimator.

Lemma 8Equivalent error estimator*Consider the extended error estimator*$${\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2} = \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Omega} \cup \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{N}}\eta_{\ell}\left( E \right)^{2} + \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}}{\widetilde{osc}}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( E \right)^{2} + \sum\limits_{E \in \underset{\ell}{\overset{D}{\mathcal{E}}}}{osc}_{D,\ell}\left( E \right)^{2}\text{,}$$*where the oscillation terms* ${\widetilde{osc}}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( E \right)$ *read*$${\widetilde{osc}}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( E \right)^{2} ≔ \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{{osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( E \right)^{2}} & {\text{for\ ~}E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Omega}\text{,}} \\
{\left| T_{E} \right|\,\left\| f \right\|_{L^{2}{(T_{E})}}^{2}} & {\text{for\ ~}E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Gamma}\text{~\ and~some\ ~}T_{E} \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}\text{~\ with\ ~}E \subset \partial T_{E}\text{.}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$*Then, there holds equivalence in the following sense*$$C_{9}^{- 1}\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2} \leq \varrho_{\ell}^{2} \leq {\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2}\quad\text{and}\quad\varrho_{\ell}\left( E \right) \leq {\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}\left( E \right)\quad\text{for~all\ ~}E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}\text{,}$$*where* $C_{9} \geq 1$ *depends only on* $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *. Particularly, if* $\mathcal{M}_{\ell} \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$ *satisfies the Dörfler marking*   [(50)](#fd000380){ref-type="disp-formula"}   *with* $\varrho_{\ell}$ *and* $\theta > 0$*, then* $\mathcal{M}_{\ell}$ *satisfies the Dörfler marking with* ${\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}$ *for some modified parameter* $0 < \widetilde{\theta} ≔ \theta/C_{9} < 1$*.*

ProofThe estimates $\varrho_{\ell}\left( E \right) \leq {\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}\left( E \right)\text{~for~all~}E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$ are obvious and imply $\varrho_{\ell}^{2} \leq {\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2}$. The estimate $C_{9}^{- 1}\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2} \leq \varrho_{\ell}^{2}$ follows from [Lemma 4](#e000030){ref-type="statement"}(ii) & (iii). Now, we obtain $$\widetilde{\theta}\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2} \leq \theta\,\varrho_{\ell}^{2} \leq \varrho_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{M}_{\ell} \right)^{2} \leq {\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{M}_{\ell} \right)^{2}\text{,}$$ i.e. the estimator ${\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}$ satisfies the Dörfler marking  [(50)](#fd000380){ref-type="disp-formula"} with $\widetilde{\theta} ≔ \theta/C_{9}$. □

Lemma 9Estimator reduction*Assume that the set* $\mathcal{M}_{\ell} \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$ *of marked edges satisfies the Dörfler marking*   [(50)](#fd000380){ref-type="disp-formula"}   *with* $\varrho_{\ell}$ *and some fixed parameter* $0 < \theta < 1$ *and that* $\mathcal{T}_{\ell + 1} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell},\mathcal{M}_{\ell} \right)$ *is obtained by local newest vertex bisection of* $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ *. Then, there holds the estimator reduction estimate*$${\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell + 1}^{\, 2} \leq q\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2} + C_{10}\left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2}$$*with some contraction constant* $q \in \left( 0,1 \right)$ *which depends only on* $\theta \in \left( 0,1 \right)$ *. The constant* $C_{10} > 0$ *additionally depends only on the initial mesh* $\mathcal{T}_{0}$*.*

Sketch of proofFor the sake of completeness, we include the idea of the proof of  [(53)](#fd000405){ref-type="disp-formula"}. To keep the notation simple, we define $\eta_{\ell}\left( E \right) = 0$ for $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D}$ and ${osc}_{D,\ell}\left( E \right) = 0$ for $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Omega} \cup \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{N}$ so that all contributions of ${\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}$ are defined on the entire set of edges $\mathcal{E}_{\ell}$.First, we employ a triangle inequality and the Young inequality to see $${\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell + 1}^{\, 2} \leq \left( 1 + \delta \right)\,\left( \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell + 1}^{\Omega}}\left| E \right|\underset{L^{2}{(E)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \left\lbrack \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\rbrack \right\|}} + \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell + 1}^{N}}\left| E \right|\underset{L^{2}{(E)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \phi - \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\|}} \right) + \left( 1 + \delta^{- 1} \right)\left( \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell + 1}^{\Omega}}\left| E \right|\underset{L^{2}{(E)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \left\lbrack \partial_{n}\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\rbrack \right\|}} + \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell + 1}^{N}}\left| E \right|\underset{L^{2}{(E)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \partial_{n}\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|}} \right) + {\widetilde{osc}}_{\mathcal{E},\ell + 1}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell + 1}^{2}\text{,}$$ where $\delta > 0$ is arbitrary. Second, a scaling argument proves $$\sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell + 1}^{\Omega}}\left| E \right|\underset{L^{2}{(E)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \left\lbrack \partial_{n}\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\rbrack \right\|}} + \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell + 1}^{\Gamma}}\left| E \right|\underset{L^{2}{(E)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \partial_{n}\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|}} \leq C\,\left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2}\text{,}$$ and the constant $C > 0$ depends only on $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$. Third, we argue as in  [@br000005] to see $$\sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell + 1}^{\Omega}}\left| E \right|\underset{L^{2}{(E)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \left\lbrack \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\rbrack \right\|}} + \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell + 1}^{N}}\left| E \right|\underset{L^{2}{(E)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \phi - \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\|}} \leq \eta_{\ell}^{2} - \frac{1}{2}\,\eta_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{M}_{\ell} \right)^{2}\text{.}$$ Fourth, it is part of the proof of  [@br000040] that $${osc}_{D,\ell + 1}^{2} \leq {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} - \frac{1}{2}\,{osc}_{D,\ell}\left( \mathcal{M}_{\ell} \right)^{2}\text{,}$$ which essentially follows from the orthogonality relation  [(33)](#fd000190){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Fifth, in  [@br000080] it is proven that $${\widetilde{osc}}_{\mathcal{E},\ell + 1}^{2} \leq {\widetilde{osc}}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}^{2} - \frac{1}{4}\,{\widetilde{osc}}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( \mathcal{M}_{\ell} \right)^{2}\text{.}$$ Plugging everything together, we see $${\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell + 1}^{\, 2} \leq \left( 1 + \delta \right)\left( {\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2} - \frac{1}{4}\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{M}_{\ell} \right)^{2} \right) + C\left( 1 + \delta^{- 1} \right)\,\left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} \leq \left( 1 + \delta \right)\left( 1 - \widetilde{\theta}/4 \right){\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2} + C\left( 1 + \delta^{- 1} \right)\,\left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2}\text{,}$$ where we have used that [Lemma 8](#e000065){ref-type="statement"} guarantees the Dörfler marking for ${\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}$ in the second estimate. Finally, it only remains to choose $\delta > 0$ sufficiently small so that $q ≔ \left( 1 + \delta \right)\left( 1 - \widetilde{\theta}/4 \right) < 1$. □

The following lemma states some quasi-Galerkin orthogonality property which allows to overcome the lack of Galerkin orthogonality used in  [@br000005].

Lemma 10Quasi-Galerkin orthogonality*Let* $\mathcal{T}_{\ast} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *be an arbitrary refinement of* $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ *with the associated Galerkin solution* $U_{\ast} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$ *. Then,*$$2\,\left| \left\langle \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right),\nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\rangle_{\Omega} \right| \leq \alpha\,\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,\left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2}\text{,}$$*for all* $\alpha > 0$*, and consequently*$$\left( 1 - \alpha \right)\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} \leq \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} - \left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,\left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2}$$*as well as*$$\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} \leq \left( 1 + \alpha \right)\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,\left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2}\text{.}$$*The constant* $C_{orth} > 0$ *depends only on the shape regularity of* $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *and* $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$ *and on* $\Omega$*.*

ProofWe recall the Galerkin orthogonality $$\left\langle \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right),\nabla V_{\ast} \right\rangle_{\Omega} = 0\quad\text{for~all~}V_{\ast} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)\text{.}$$ Let $U_{\ast}^{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$ be the unique Galerkin solution of  [(4)](#fd000020){ref-type="disp-formula"} with $U_{\ast}^{\ell}|_{\Gamma_{D}} = g_{\ell}$. We use the Galerkin orthogonality with $V_{\ast} = U_{\ast}^{\ell} - U_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$. This and the Young inequality allow to estimate the $L^{2}$-scalar product by $$2\,\left| \left\langle \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right),\nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\rangle_{\Omega} \right| = 2\,\left| \left\langle \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right),\nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ast}^{\ell} \right) \right\rangle_{\Omega} \right| \leq \alpha\,\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \alpha^{- 1}\,\left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ast}^{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2}$$ for all $\alpha > 0$. To estimate the second contribution on the right-hand side, we proceed as in the proof of [Proposition 3](#e000020){ref-type="statement"} and choose arbitrary extensions ${\hat{g}}_{\ast},{\hat{g}}_{\ell} \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)$ of the nodal interpolands $g_{\ast},g_{\ell}$ from $\Gamma_{D}$ to $\Gamma$. Then, we use the test function $V_{\ast} = \left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ast}^{\ell} \right) - \mathcal{L}_{\ast}\left( {\hat{g}}_{\ast} - {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right) \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$ and the Galerkin orthogonalities for $U_{\ast},U_{\ast}^{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$ to see $$0 = \left\langle \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast}^{\ell} \right),\nabla V_{\ast} \right\rangle_{\Omega} - \left\langle \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right),\nabla V_{\ast} \right\rangle_{\Omega} = \left\langle \nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ast}^{\ell} \right),\nabla V_{\ast} \right\rangle_{\Omega}\text{.}$$ Arguing as above, we obtain $$\left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ast}^{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \left\| g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}} \lesssim \left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}\text{.}$$ This concludes the proof of  [(55)](#fd000440){ref-type="disp-formula"}.To verify  [(56)](#fd000445){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(57)](#fd000450){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we use the identity $$\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} = \left\| \nabla\left( \left( u - U_{\ast} \right) + \left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} \right) \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} = \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + 2\,\left\langle \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right),\nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\rangle_{\Omega} + \left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2}\text{.}$$ Rearranging the terms accordingly and use of the quasi-Galerkin orthogonality  [(55)](#fd000440){ref-type="disp-formula"} to estimate the scalar product, concludes the proof. □

Theorem 11Contraction of quasi-error*For the adaptive algorithm stated in*   [Algorithm  7](#e000060){ref-type="statement"}   *above, there are constants* $\gamma,\lambda > 0$ *and* $0 < \kappa < 1$ *such that the combined error quantity*$$\Delta_{\ell} ≔ \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \lambda\,{osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} + \gamma\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2} \geq 0$$*satisfies a contraction property*$$\Delta_{\ell + 1} \leq \kappa\,\Delta_{\ell}\quad\text{for~all\ ~}\ell \in \mathbb{N}_{0}\text{.}$$*In particular, this implies* $\lim_{\ell\rightarrow\infty}\varrho_{\ell} = 0 = \lim_{\ell\rightarrow\infty}\left\| u - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}$*.*

ProofUsing the quasi-Galerkin orthogonality  [(56)](#fd000445){ref-type="disp-formula"} with $\mathcal{T}_{\ast} = \mathcal{T}_{\ell + 1}$, we see $$\left( 1 - \alpha \right)\,\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell + 1} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} \leq \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} - \left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,\left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ell + 1} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2}\text{.}$$ The orthogonality relation  [(33)](#fd000190){ref-type="disp-formula"} applied for $g_{\ell + 1} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell + 1}|_{\Gamma_{D}} \right)$ yields $${osc}_{D,\ell + 1}^{2} + \left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ell + 1} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2} \leq \left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2} = {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2}\text{.}$$ Together with the aforegoing estimate, we obtain $$\left( 1 - \alpha \right)\,\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell + 1} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,{osc}_{D,\ell + 1}^{2} \leq \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,{osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} - \left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2}\text{.}$$ We add the error estimator and use the estimator reduction  [(53)](#fd000405){ref-type="disp-formula"} to see, for $\beta > 0$, $$\left( 1 - \alpha \right)\,\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell + 1} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,{osc}_{D,\ell + 1}^{2} + \beta\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell + 1}^{\, 2} \leq \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,{osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} + \beta\, q\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2} + \left( \beta C_{10} - 1 \right)\,\left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2}\text{.}$$ We choose $\beta > 0$ sufficiently small to guarantee $\beta C_{10} - 1 \leq 0$. Then, we use the reliability  [(45)](#fd000355){ref-type="disp-formula"} of $\varrho_{\ell} \leq {\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}$ in the form $$C_{rel}^{- 1}\,\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \leq C_{rel}^{- 1}\,\left\| u - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \leq {\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}$$ to see, for $\varepsilon > 0$, $$\left( 1 - \alpha \right)\,\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell + 1} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,{osc}_{D,\ell + 1}^{2} + \beta\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell + 1}^{\, 2} \leq \left( 1 - \varepsilon\beta C_{rel}^{- 2} \right)\,\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,{osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} + \beta\left( q + \varepsilon \right)\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2}\text{.}$$ Moreover, since ${osc}_{D,\ell}$ is a contribution of ${\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}$, we have ${osc}_{D,\ell} \leq {\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}$, whence, for $\delta > 0$, $$\left( 1 - \alpha \right)\,\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell + 1} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,{osc}_{D,\ell + 1}^{2} + \beta\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell + 1}^{\, 2} \leq \left( 1 - \varepsilon\beta C_{rel}^{- 2} \right)\,\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \left( 1 - \delta\beta \right)\,\alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,{osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} + \beta\left( q + \varepsilon + \delta\,\alpha^{- 1}C_{orth} \right)\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2}\text{.}$$ For $0 < \alpha < 1$, we may now rearrange this estimate to end up with $$\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell + 1} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \frac{C_{orth}}{\alpha\left( 1 - \alpha \right)}\,{osc}_{D,\ell + 1}^{2} + \frac{\beta}{1 - \alpha}\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell + 1}^{\, 2} \leq \frac{1 - \varepsilon\beta C_{rel}^{- 2}}{1 - \alpha}\,\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \left( 1 - \delta\beta \right)\,\frac{C_{orth}}{\alpha\left( 1 - \alpha \right)}\,{osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} + \left( q + \varepsilon + \delta\,\alpha^{- 1}C_{orth} \right)\,\frac{\beta}{1 - \alpha}\,{\widetilde{\varrho}}_{\ell}^{\, 2}\text{.}$$ It remains to choose the free constants $0 < \alpha,\delta,\varepsilon < 1$, whereas $\beta > 0$ has already been fixed: •First, choose $0 < \varepsilon < C_{rel}^{2}/\beta$ sufficiently small to guarantee $0 < q + \varepsilon < 1$.•Second, choose $0 < \alpha < 1$ sufficiently small such that $0 < \left( 1 - \varepsilon\beta C_{rel}^{- 2} \right)/\left( 1 - \alpha \right) < 1$.•Third, choose $\delta > 0$ sufficiently small with $0 < q + \varepsilon + \delta\,\alpha^{- 1}C_{orth} < 1$. With $\gamma ≔ \beta/\left( 1 - \alpha \right)$, $\lambda ≔ \alpha^{- 1}\, C_{orth}/\left( 1 - \alpha \right)$, and $0 < \kappa < 1$ the maximal contraction constant of the three contributions, we conclude the proof of  [(60)](#fd000485){ref-type="disp-formula"}. □

5. Quasi-optimality of the adaptive algorithm {#s000090}
=============================================

5.1. Optimality of the marking strategy {#s000095}
---------------------------------------

With [Theorem 11](#e000095){ref-type="statement"}, we have seen that Dörfler marking  [(50)](#fd000380){ref-type="disp-formula"} yields a contraction of $\Delta_{\ell} \simeq \varrho_{\ell}^{2}$. In the following, we first observe that the Dörfler marking  [(50)](#fd000380){ref-type="disp-formula"} is not only sufficient but in some sense also necessary to obtain contraction of the estimator.

Proposition 12Optimality of Dörfler marking*Let* $\alpha > 0$ *and assume that the adaptivity parameter* $0 < \theta < 1$ *is sufficiently small, more precisely*$$q_{\star} ≔ \frac{1 - \theta\left( C_{dlr}^{2} + 1 + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth} \right)C_{eff}^{2}}{1 + \alpha} > 0\text{.}$$*Let* $0 < q \leq q_{\star}$ *and* $\mathcal{T}_{\ast} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *and assume that*$$\left( \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{E}, \ast}^{2} + {osc}_{D, \ast}^{2} + {osc}_{N, \ast}^{2} \right) \leq q\,\left( \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{N,\ell}^{2} \right)\text{.}$$*Then, there holds the Dörfler marking for the set* $\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$ *defined in*   [(47)](#fd000365){ref-type="disp-formula"}*, i.e.*$$\theta\,\varrho_{\ell}^{2} \leq \varrho_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2}\text{.}$$

ProofWe start with the elementary observation that $q \leq q_{\star}$ is equivalent to $$\theta \leq \frac{1 - q\left( 1 + \alpha \right)}{\left( C_{dlr}^{2} + 1 + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth} \right)C_{eff}^{2}}\text{.}$$ Using the discrete local reliability  [(49)](#fd000375){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the quasi-Galerkin orthogonality  [(57)](#fd000450){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we see $$C_{dlr}^{2}\varrho_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2} \geq \left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ast} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} \geq \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} - \left( 1 + \alpha \right)\,\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} - \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,\left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2} = \left( \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{N,\ell}^{2} \right) - \left( 1 + \alpha \right)\left( \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{E}, \ast}^{2} + {osc}_{D, \ast}^{2} + {osc}_{N, \ast}^{2} \right) - {osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}^{2} - {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} - {osc}_{N,\ell}^{2} + \left( 1 + \alpha \right)\left( {osc}_{\mathcal{E}, \ast}^{2} + {osc}_{D, \ast}^{2} + {osc}_{N, \ast}^{2} \right) - \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,\left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2} \geq \left( 1 - q\left( 1 + \alpha \right) \right)\left( \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{N,\ell}^{2} \right) - {osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}^{2} - {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} - {osc}_{N,\ell}^{2} + \left( 1 + \alpha \right)\left( {osc}_{\mathcal{E}, \ast}^{2} + {osc}_{D, \ast}^{2} + {osc}_{N, \ast}^{2} \right) - \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth}\,\left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2}\text{,}$$ where we have finally used Assumption  [(62)](#fd000535){ref-type="disp-formula"}. As in the proof of [Proposition 3](#e000020){ref-type="statement"}, we have $$\left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ast} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2} \leq {osc}_{D,\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2} \leq \varrho_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2}\text{.}$$ Moreover, the identities ${osc}_{D,\ell}\left( E \right) = {osc}_{D, \ast}\left( E \right)$, ${osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( E \right) = {osc}_{\mathcal{E}, \ast}\left( E \right)$ and ${osc}_{N,\ell}\left( E \right) = {osc}_{N, \ast}\left( E \right)$ for $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell} \smallsetminus \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right)$ prove $${osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} - {osc}_{D, \ast}^{2} \leq {osc}_{D,\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2}\text{,}$$$${osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}^{2} - {osc}_{\mathcal{E}, \ast}^{2} \leq {osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2}\text{,}$$$${osc}_{N,\ell}^{2} - {osc}_{N, \ast}^{2} \leq {osc}_{N,\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2}\text{.}$$ Note that  [(65)](#fd000570){ref-type="disp-formula"} led to the definition of $\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right)$ given above. Together with the efficiency  [(46)](#fd000360){ref-type="disp-formula"} and ${osc}_{D,\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2} + {osc}_{N,\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2} \leq \varrho_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2}$, we may now conclude $$\left( C_{dlr}^{2} + 1 + \alpha^{- 1}C_{orth} \right)\,\varrho_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2} \geq \left( 1 - q\left( 1 + \alpha \right) \right)\, C_{eff}^{- 2}\,\varrho_{\ell}^{2}\text{.}$$ This is equivalent to $\theta\,\varrho_{\ell}^{2} \leq \varrho_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \right)^{2}$ and led to the definition of $q_{\star}$. □

5.2. Optimality of newest vertex bisection {#s000100}
------------------------------------------

The quasi-optimality analysis for adaptive FEM involves two properties of the mesh-refinement which are, so far, only mathematically guaranteed for newest vertex bisection  [@br000015; @br000120; @br000125; @br000130] and local red-refinement with hanging nodes up to some fixed order  [@br000135].

First, it has originally been proven in  [@br000120] and later on improved in  [@br000015; @br000125; @br000130] that the sequence of meshes defined inductively by $\mathcal{T}_{\ell + 1} ≔ \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell},\mathcal{M}_{\ell} \right)$ with arbitrary $\mathcal{M}_{\ell} \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$ satisfies $$\#\mathcal{T}_{\ell} - \#\mathcal{T}_{0} \leq C_{nvb}\,\sum\limits_{j = 0}^{\ell - 1}\#\mathcal{M}_{j}\quad\text{for~all~}\ell \in \mathbb{N}$$ with some constant $C_{nvb} > 0$ which depends only on $\mathcal{T}_{0}$. This proves that the closure step in newest vertex bisection which avoids hanging nodes and leads to possible bisections of edges $E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell} \smallsetminus \mathcal{M}_{\ell}$ may not lead to arbitrary many refinements. For newest vertex bisection, the original analysis of  [@br000120] as well as of the successors  [@br000015; @br000130] required that the reference edges of the initial mesh $\mathcal{T}_{0}$ are chosen such that an interior edge $E = T_{+} \cap T_{-} \in \mathcal{E}_{0}^{\Omega}$ is either the reference edge of both elements $T_{+},T_{-} \in \mathcal{T}_{0}$ or of none. For the particular 2D situation, the recent work  [@br000125] removes any assumption on $\mathcal{T}_{0}$.

Second, for two meshes $\mathcal{T}^{\prime} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{0} \right)$ and $\mathcal{T}^{''} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{0} \right)$ obtained by newest vertex bisection of the initial mesh $\mathcal{T}_{0}$, there is a unique coarsest common refinement $\mathcal{T}^{\prime} \oplus \mathcal{T}^{''} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{0} \right)$ which is a refinement of both $\mathcal{T}^{\prime}$ and $\mathcal{T}^{''}$. It is shown in  [@br000005; @br000025] that $\mathcal{T}^{\prime} \oplus \mathcal{T}^{''}$ is, in fact, the overlay of these meshes. Moreover, it holds that $$\#\left( \mathcal{T}^{\prime} \oplus \mathcal{T}^{''} \right) \leq \#\mathcal{T}^{\prime} + \#\mathcal{T}^{''} - \#\mathcal{T}_{0}\text{.}$$

5.3. Definition of the approximation class {#s000105}
------------------------------------------

To state the optimality result, we have to introduce the appropriate approximation class. Let $$\mathbb{T} ≔ \left\{ \mathcal{T}:\mathcal{T} = \mathtt{refine}\left( \mathcal{T}_{0} \right) \right\}$$ be the set of all triangulations which can be obtained from $\mathcal{T}_{0}$ by newest vertex bisection. Moreover, let $$\mathbb{T}_{N} ≔ \left\{ \mathcal{T} \in \mathbb{T}:\#\mathcal{T} - \#\mathcal{T}_{0} \leq N \right\}$$ be the set of triangulations which have at most $N \in \mathbb{N}$ elements more than the initial mesh $\mathcal{T}_{0}$. For $s > 0$, the approximation class $\mathbb{A}_{s}$ has already been defined in  [(12)](#fd000060){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(13)](#fd000065){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The first step is to prove that, up to constants, nodal interpolation of the boundary data yields the best possible approximation of the exact solution.

Lemma 13*The Galerkin solution* $U_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *of*   [(4)](#fd000020){ref-type="disp-formula"}   *satisfies*$$\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} \leq C_{cea}\left( \inf\limits_{W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ell})}}\underset{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \nabla\left( u - W_{\ell} \right) \right\|}} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} \right)\text{,}$$*where* $C_{cea} > 0$ *depends only on* $\Gamma$ *and* $\sigma\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$*.*

ProofLet $\hat{g},{\hat{g}}_{\ell} \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)$ denote arbitrary extensions of $g = u|_{\Gamma_{D}}$ resp.  $g_{\ell}$. Note that $\left( \mathcal{L}_{\ell}P_{\ell}\hat{g} \right)|_{\Gamma_{D}} = \left( P_{\ell}u \right)|_{\Gamma_{D}}$ as well as $\left( \mathcal{L}_{\ell}P_{\ell}{\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right)|_{\Gamma_{D}} = g_{\ell}$, where $\mathcal{L}_{\ell}$ denotes the discrete lifting operator from  [(26)](#fd000145){ref-type="disp-formula"}. For $V_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$, we thus have $U_{\ell} - \left( V_{\ell} + \mathcal{L}_{\ell}P_{\ell}{\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right) \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$, whence $$\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} = \left\langle \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right),\nabla\left( u - \left( V_{\ell} + \mathcal{L}_{\ell}P_{\ell}{\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right) \right) \right\rangle_{\Omega}$$ according to the Galerkin orthogonality. Therefore, the Cauchy--Schwarz inequality provides the Céa-type quasi-optimality $$\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \leq \min\limits_{V_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ell})}}\left\| \nabla\left( u - \left( V_{\ell} + \mathcal{L}_{\ell}P_{\ell}{\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right) \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}\text{.}$$ We now plug-in $V_{\ell} = P_{\ell}u - \mathcal{L}_{\ell}P_{\ell}\hat{g} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ to see $$\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \leq \left\| \nabla\left( u - P_{\ell}u + \mathcal{L}_{\ell}P_{\ell}\left( \hat{g} - {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right) \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \left\| \nabla\left( u - P_{\ell}u \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} + \left\| \hat{g} - {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma)}}\text{.}$$ Since the extensions $\hat{g},{\hat{g}}_{\ell}$ of $g,g_{\ell}$ were arbitrary, we obtain $$\left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \left\| \nabla\left( u - P_{\ell}u \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} + \left\| g - g_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}} \lesssim \min\limits_{W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ell})}}\left\| \nabla\left( u - W_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} + \left\| \underset{\ell}{\overset{1/2}{h}}\left( g - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}} = \min\limits_{W_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}{(\mathcal{T}_{\ell})}}\left\| \nabla\left( u - W_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} + {osc}_{D,\ell}$$ where we have used the quasi-optimality of the Scott--Zhang projection, see Section  [2.3](#s000055){ref-type="sec"}, and [Lemma 1](#e000005){ref-type="statement"}. Adding ${osc}_{D,\ell}$ to this estimate, we conclude the proof. □

5.4. Quasi-optimality result {#s000110}
----------------------------

Finally, we may formally state the optimality result  [(14)](#fd000070){ref-type="disp-formula"} described in the introduction.

Theorem 14*Suppose that the adaptivity parameter* $0 < \theta < 1$ *in*   [Algorithm  7](#e000060){ref-type="statement"}   *satisfies*   [(61)](#fd000530){ref-type="disp-formula"}   *so that the marking strategy is optimal in the sense of*   [Proposition  12](#e000105){ref-type="statement"}*. Let* $U_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *denote the sequence of discrete solutions generated by*   [Algorithm  7](#e000060){ref-type="statement"}*. If the given data and the corresponding weak solution of*   [(2)](#fd000010){ref-type="disp-formula"}   *satisfy* $\left( u,f,g,\phi \right) \in \mathbb{A}_{s}$*, there holds*$$\left\| u - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \leq C_{opt}\left( \#\mathcal{T}_{\ell} - \#\mathcal{T}_{0} \right)^{- s}\text{,}$$*i.e. each possible convergence rate* $s > 0$ *is asymptotically achieved by AFEM. The constant* $C_{opt} > 0$ *depends only on* $\left\| \left( u,f,g,\phi \right) \right\|_{\mathbb{A}_{s}}$*, the initial mesh* $\mathcal{T}_{0}$*, and the adaptivity parameters.*

ProofSince the proof follows essentially the lines of  [@br000005; @br000025], we leave the details to the reader. For any $\varepsilon > 0$, the definition of the approximation class $\mathbb{A}_{s}$ guarantees some triangulation $\mathcal{T}_{\varepsilon} \in \mathbb{T}$ such that $$\inf\limits_{W_{\varepsilon} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}{(\mathcal{T}_{\varepsilon})}}\left( \underset{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \nabla\left( u - W_{\varepsilon} \right) \right\|}} + \left\| h_{\varepsilon}^{1/2}\left( g - W_{\varepsilon}|_{\Gamma} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{T},\varepsilon}^{2} + {osc}_{N,\varepsilon}^{2} \right)^{1/2} \leq \varepsilon$$ and $$\#\mathcal{T}_{\varepsilon} - \#\mathcal{T}_{0} \lesssim \varepsilon^{- 1/s}\text{,}$$ where the constant depends only on $\left\| \left( u,f,g,\phi \right) \right\|_{\mathbb{A}_{s}}$. We now consider the overlay $\mathcal{T}_{\ast} ≔ \mathcal{T}_{\varepsilon} \oplus \mathcal{T}_{\ell}$. With the help of [Lemma 13](#e000115){ref-type="statement"} as well as the elementary estimates ${osc}_{\mathcal{T}, \ast} \leq {osc}_{\mathcal{T},\varepsilon}$ and ${osc}_{N, \ast} \leq {osc}_{N,\varepsilon}$, we observe $$\Lambda_{\ast} ≔ \left( \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{D, \ast}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{T}, \ast}^{2} + {osc}_{N, \ast}^{2} \right)^{1/2} \lesssim \varepsilon\text{,}$$ since $\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\varepsilon} \right) \subseteq \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right)$. Moreover, the overlay estimate  [(68)](#fd000590){ref-type="disp-formula"} predicts $$\#\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right) \leq \#\mathcal{T}_{\ast} - \#\mathcal{T}_{\ell} \leq \#\mathcal{T}_{\varepsilon} - \#\mathcal{T}_{0} \lesssim \varepsilon^{- 1/s}\text{.}$$ Note that [Lemma 4](#e000030){ref-type="statement"} together with reliability and efficiency of $\varrho_{\ast}$ yields $$\Lambda_{\ast} \simeq \left( \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ast} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{E}, \ast}^{2} + {osc}_{D, \ast}^{2} + {osc}_{N, \ast}^{2} \right)^{1/2}\text{,}$$ where ${osc}_{\mathcal{T}, \ast}$ is replaced by ${osc}_{\mathcal{E}, \ast}$. Choosing $\varepsilon = \lambda\left( \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{N,\ell}^{2} \right)^{1/2}$ with $\lambda > 0$ sufficiently small, we enforce the reduction  [(62)](#fd000535){ref-type="disp-formula"} and derive that $\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{\ell}$ satisfies the Dörfler marking criterion, cf.  [Proposition 12](#e000105){ref-type="statement"}. Minimality of $\mathcal{M}_{\ell}$ thus gives $$\#\mathcal{M}_{\ell} \leq \#\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ast} \right) \lesssim \#\mathcal{R}_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ast} \right) \lesssim \varepsilon^{- 1/s} \simeq \left( \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{N,\ell}^{2} \right)^{- 1/{(2s)}}\text{.}$$ We next note that $$\varrho_{\ell}^{2} \simeq \left\| \nabla\left( u - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + {osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{N,\ell}^{2} \simeq \Delta_{\ell}$$ according to reliability and efficiency of $\varrho_{\ell}$ and the definition of the contraction quantity $\Delta_{\ell}$ in [Theorem 11](#e000095){ref-type="statement"}. Combining the last two lines, we see $$\#\mathcal{M}_{\ell} \lesssim \Delta_{\ell}^{- 1/{(2s)}} \simeq \varrho_{\ell}^{- 1/s}\quad\text{for~all~}\ell \in \mathbb{N}_{0}\text{.}$$ By use of the closure estimate  [(67)](#fd000585){ref-type="disp-formula"} of newest vertex bisection, we obtain $$\#\mathcal{T}_{\ell} - \#\mathcal{T}_{0} \lesssim \sum\limits_{j = 0}^{\ell - 1}\#\mathcal{M}_{j} \lesssim \sum\limits_{j = 0}^{\ell - 1}\Delta_{j}^{- 1/{(2s)}}\text{.}$$ Note that the contraction property  [(60)](#fd000485){ref-type="disp-formula"} of $\Delta_{j}$ implies $\Delta_{\ell} \leq \kappa^{\ell - j}\Delta_{j}$, whence $\Delta_{j}^{- 1/{(2s)}} \leq \kappa^{{(\ell - j)}/{(2s)}}\Delta_{\ell}^{- 1/{(2s)}}$. According to $0 < \kappa < 1$ and the geometric series, this gives $$\#\mathcal{T}_{\ell} - \#\mathcal{T}_{0} \lesssim \Delta_{\ell}^{- 1/{(2s)}}\sum\limits_{j = 0}^{\ell - 1}\kappa^{{(\ell - j)}/{(2s)}} \lesssim \Delta_{\ell}^{- 1/{(2s)}} \simeq \varrho_{\ell}^{- 1/s}\text{.}$$ Altogether, we may therefore conclude $\left\| u - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \varrho_{\ell} \lesssim \left( \#\mathcal{T}_{\ell} - \#\mathcal{T}_{0} \right)^{- s}$. □

6. Some remarks on the 3D case {#s000115}
==============================

So far, we have only considered a 2D model problem  [(1)](#fd000005){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In 3D, one additional difficulty is that the regularity assumption $g \in H^{1}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$ is not sufficient to guarantee continuity of $g$. Therefore, one must not use nodal interpolation to discretize $g \approx g_{\ell}$ and to define the Dirichlet data oscillations ${osc}_{D,\ell}$.

If we do not use nodal interpolation to approximate $g \approx g_{\ell}$, the estimator reduction estimate  [(53)](#fd000405){ref-type="disp-formula"} becomes $$\varrho_{\ell + 1}^{2} \leq q\,\varrho_{\ell}^{2} + C_{10}\left\| U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}^{2}\text{,}$$ where $C_{10} > 0$ additionally depends on $\Omega$. The reason for this is that the analysis provides an additional term $\left\| g_{\ell + 1} - g_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2}$ on the right-hand side of  [(53)](#fd000405){ref-type="disp-formula"} since we loose the orthogonality relation  [(33)](#fd000190){ref-type="disp-formula"} which is used in the form $$\left\| h_{\ell + 1}^{1/2}\left( g - g_{\ell + 1} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2} \leq \left\| h_{\ell + 1}^{1/2}\left( g - g_{\ell + 1} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2} + \left\| h_{\ell + 1}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ell + 1} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2} = \left\| h_{\ell + 1}^{1/2}\left( g - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2}\text{.}$$ Instead, an inverse estimate and the Rellich compactness theorem yield $$\left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\left( g_{\ell + 1} - g_{\ell} \right)^{\prime} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2} \lesssim \left\| \nabla\left( U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}}^{2} + \left\| g_{\ell + 1} - g_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}^{2} \simeq \left\| U_{\ell + 1} - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}^{2}$$ which proves  [(73)](#fd000685){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Note that this estimate holds for *any* discretization of $g \approx g_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D} \right)$ and even in 3D, where the arc length derivative $\left( \cdot \right)^{\prime}$ is replaced by the surface gradient $\nabla_{\Gamma}\left( \cdot \right)$; we refer to  [@br000140] for the inverse estimate.

A possible choice for $g_{\ell}$ is $g_{\ell} = \Pi_{\ell}g$, where $\left. \Pi_{\ell}:L^{2}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)\rightarrow\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D} \right) \right.$ is the $L^{2}$-orthogonal projection  [@br000030]. Alternatively, $g_{\ell} = P_{\ell}g$, with $\left. P_{\ell}:H^{1/2}\rightarrow\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D} \right) \right.$ the Scott--Zhang projection is chosen  [@br000035]. Note that newest vertex bisection of $\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$ and hence of $\mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D}$ ensures that $\Pi_{\ell}$ is a stable projection with respect to the $H^{1}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$-norm  [@br000125]. In  [@br000065], we prove for either choice the approximation estimate $$\left\| g - g_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}} \lesssim \left\| h_{\ell}^{1/2}\nabla_{\Gamma}\left( g - g_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Gamma_{D})}} ≕ {osc}_{D,\ell}\text{.}$$ Moreover, we show that, for $g_{\ell} = \Pi_{\ell}g$, the a priori limit $g_{\infty} ≔ \lim_{\ell}g_{\ell}$ exists strongly in $H^{\alpha}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$ for $0 \leq \alpha < 1$ and even weakly in $H^{1}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$ provided that the discrete spaces $\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D} \right)$ are nested, i.e.  $\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D} \right) \subseteq \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell + 1}^{D} \right)$ for all $\ell \in \mathbb{N}_{0}$. Note, however, that this is always the case for adaptive mesh-refining algorithms. In particular, we have $$\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right) \subseteq \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell + 1} \right)\quad\text{for~all~}\ell \in \mathbb{N}_{0}\text{.}$$ In the following, we even aim to prove that nestedness  [(75)](#fd000705){ref-type="disp-formula"} implies the existence of the a priori limit $\lim_{\ell}U_{\ell}$ in $H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$. To that end, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 15A priori convergence of Scott--Zhang projection*We recall the Scott--Zhang projection* $P_{\ell}$ *onto* $\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *and make the additional assumption that the edges* $E_{z}$ *are chosen appropriately, i.e. for* $\omega_{\ell,z} \subset \bigcup\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \cap \mathcal{T}_{\ell + 1} \right)$ *we ensure that the edge* $E_{z}$ *is chosen for both operators* $P_{\ell}$ *and* $P_{\ell + 1}$ *. Then, the Scott--Zhang interpolands* $v_{\ell} ≔ P_{\ell}v \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *of arbitrary* $v \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$ *converge to some a priori limit in* $H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$*, i.e. there holds*$$\left\| P_{\infty}v - P_{\ell}v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}\overset{\ell\rightarrow\infty}{\longrightarrow}0$$*for a certain element* $P_{\infty}v \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\infty} \right) ≔ \overline{\bigcup_{\ell \in N}\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)}$*.*

ProofWe follow the ideas from  [@br000145] and define the following subsets of $\Omega$: $$\Omega_{\ell}^{0} ≔ \bigcup\left\{ T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}:\omega_{\ell}\left( T \right) \subset \bigcup\left( \bigcap\limits_{j = \ell}^{\infty}\mathcal{T}_{j} \right) \right\}\text{,}$$$$\Omega_{\ell} ≔ \bigcup\left\{ T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}:\text{There~exists~}k \geq 0\text{~s.t.~}\omega_{\ell}\left( T \right)\text{~is~at~least~uniformly~refined~in~}\mathcal{T}_{\ell + k} \right\}\text{,}$$$$\Omega_{\ell}^{\ast} ≔ \Omega \smallsetminus \left( \Omega_{\ell} \cup \Omega_{\ell}^{0} \right)\text{,}$$ where $\omega_{\ell}\left( \omega \right) ≔ \bigcup\left\{ T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}:T \cap \omega \neq \operatorname{0\not{}} \right\}$ for all measurable $\omega \subset \Omega$. According to  [@br000145], it holds that $$\lim\limits_{\ell\rightarrow\infty}\left\| \chi_{\Omega_{\ell}}h_{\ell} \right\|_{L^{\infty}{(\Omega)}} = 0\text{.}$$ Let $\varepsilon > 0$ be arbitrary. Since the space $H^{2}\left( \Omega \right)$ is dense in $H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$, we find $v_{\varepsilon} \in H^{2}\left( \Omega \right)$ such that $\left\| v - v_{\varepsilon} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \leq \varepsilon$. Due to local approximation and stability properties of $P_{\ell}$, we obtain $$\left\| \left( 1 - P_{\ell} \right)v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega_{\ell})}} \lesssim \left\| \left( 1 - P_{\ell} \right)v_{\varepsilon} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega_{\ell})}} + \varepsilon \leq \left\| h_{\ell}\, D^{2}v_{\varepsilon} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell}{(\Omega_{\ell})})}} + \varepsilon\text{,}$$ cf.  [@br000105]. By use of  [(77)](#fd000735){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we may choose $\ell_{0} \in \mathbb{N}$ sufficiently large to guarantee $\left\| h_{\ell}\, D^{2}v_{\varepsilon} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\omega_{\ell}{(\Omega_{\ell})})}} \leq \left\| h_{\ell} \right\|_{L^{\infty}{(\omega_{\ell}{(\Omega_{\ell})})}}\left\| D^{2}v_{\varepsilon} \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \leq \varepsilon$ for all $\ell \geq \ell_{0}$. Then, there holds $$\left\| \left( 1 - P_{\ell} \right)v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega_{\ell})}} \lesssim \varepsilon\quad\text{for~all~}\ell \geq \ell_{0}\text{.}$$ There holds $\lim_{\ell\rightarrow\infty}\left| \Omega_{\ell}^{\ast} \right| = 0$, cf.  [@br000145], and this provides the existence of $\ell_{1} \in \mathbb{N}$ such that $$\left\| v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\omega_{\ell}{(\Omega_{\ell}^{\ast})})}} \leq \varepsilon\quad\text{for~all~}\ell \geq \ell_{1}$$ due to the non-concentration of Lebesgue functions. With these preparations, we finally aim at proving that $P_{\ell}v$ is a Cauchy sequence in $H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$. Therefore, let $\ell \geq \max\left\{ \ell_{0},\ell_{1} \right\}$ and $k \geq 0$ be arbitrary. First, we use that for any $T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}$, $\left( P_{\ell}v \right)|_{T}$ depends only on $v|_{\omega_{\ell}{(T)}}$. Then, by definition of $\Omega_{\ell}^{0}$ and our assumption on the definition of $P_{\ell}$ and $P_{\ell + k}$ on $\mathcal{T}_{\ell} \cap \mathcal{T}_{\ell + k}$, we obtain $$\left\| P_{\ell}v - P_{\ell + k}v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega_{\ell}^{0})}} = 0\text{.}$$ Second, due to the local stability of $P_{\ell}$ and  [(79)](#fd000750){ref-type="disp-formula"}, there holds $$\left\| P_{\ell}v - P_{\ell + k}v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega_{\ell}^{\ast})}} \leq \left\| P_{\ell}v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega_{\ell}^{\ast})}} + \left\| P_{\ell + k}v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega_{\ell}^{\ast})}} \lesssim \left\| v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\omega_{\ell}{(\Omega_{\ell}^{\ast})})}} + \left\| v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\omega_{\ell + k}{(\Omega_{\ell}^{\ast})})}} \leq 2\left\| v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\omega_{\ell}{(\Omega_{\ell}^{\ast})})}} \leq 2\varepsilon\text{.}$$ Third, we proceed by exploiting  [(78)](#fd000745){ref-type="disp-formula"}. We have $$\left\| P_{\ell}v - P_{\ell + k}v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega_{\ell})}} \leq \left\| P_{\ell}v - v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega_{\ell})}} + \left\| v - P_{\ell + k}v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega_{\ell})}} \lesssim \varepsilon\text{.}$$ Combining the estimates from  [(80)--(82)](#fd000755 fd000760 fd000765){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we conclude $\left\| P_{\ell}v - P_{\ell + k}v \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \varepsilon$, i.e. $\left( P_{\ell}v \right)$ is a Cauchy sequence in $H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$ and hence convergent. □

Now, we are able to prove a priori convergence of $U_{\ell}$ towards some a priori limit $u_{\infty}$.

Proposition 16A priori convergence of $U_{\ell}$*Suppose that the discrete spaces satisfy nestedness*   [(75)](#fd000705){ref-type="disp-formula"}   *and that* $U_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ *solves*   [(4)](#fd000020){ref-type="disp-formula"}   *with* $g_{\ell} = \Pi_{\ell}g$ *and* $\left. \Pi_{\ell}:L^{2}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)\rightarrow\mathcal{S}^{1}\left( \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{D} \right) \right.$*the* $L^{2}$*-projection. Then, the a priori limit* $u_{\infty} ≔ \lim_{\ell\rightarrow\infty}U_{\ell} \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$ *exists.*

ProofFor $g_{\ell} \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)$, we consider the continuous auxiliary problem $$- \Delta w_{\ell} = 0\quad\text{in~}\Omega\text{,}$$$$w_{\ell} = g_{\ell}\quad\text{on~}\Gamma_{D}\text{,}$$$$\partial_{n}w_{\ell} = 0\quad\text{on~}\Gamma_{N}\text{.}$$ Let $w_{\ell} \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$ be the unique (weak) solution and note that the trace ${\hat{g}}_{\ell} ≔ w_{\ell}|_{\Gamma} \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)$ provides an extension of $g_{\ell}$ with $$\left\| {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma)}} \leq \left\| w_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \left\| g_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}} \leq \left\| {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma)}}\text{.}$$ For arbitrary $k,\ell \in \mathbb{N}$, the same type of arguments prove $$\left\| {\hat{g}}_{\ell} - {\hat{g}}_{k} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma)}} \simeq \left\| g_{\ell} - g_{k} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma_{D})}}\text{.}$$ Since $\left( g_{\ell} \right)$ is a Cauchy sequence in $H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$, cf.  [@br000065], we obtain that $\left( {\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right)$ is a Cauchy sequence in $H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)$, whence convergent with limit ${\hat{g}}_{\infty} \in H^{1/2}\left( \Gamma \right)$.Second, note that $\left( \mathcal{L}_{\ell}{\hat{g}}_{\ell} \right)|_{\Gamma_{D}} = g_{\ell}$, where $\mathcal{L}_{\ell} = P_{\ell}\mathcal{L}$ denotes the discrete lifting from  [(26)](#fd000145){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Therefore, ${\widetilde{U}}_{\ell} ≔ U_{\ell} - \mathcal{L}_{\ell}{\hat{g}}_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ is the unique solution of the variational form $$\left\langle \nabla{\widetilde{U}}_{\ell},\nabla V_{\ell} \right\rangle_{\Omega} = \left\langle \nabla u,\nabla V_{\ell} \right\rangle_{\Omega} - \left\langle \nabla\mathcal{L}_{\ell}{\hat{g}}_{\ell},\nabla V_{\ell} \right\rangle_{\Omega}\quad\text{~for~all~}V_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)\text{.}$$ Third, [Lemma 15](#e000135){ref-type="statement"} implies $$\left\| \mathcal{L}_{\ell}{\hat{g}}_{\ell} - P_{\infty}\mathcal{L}{\hat{g}}_{\infty} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \leq \left\| P_{\ell}\left( \mathcal{L}{\hat{g}}_{\ell} - \mathcal{L}{\hat{g}}_{\infty} \right) \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} + \left\| P_{\ell}\mathcal{L}{\hat{g}}_{\infty} - P_{\infty}\mathcal{L}{\hat{g}}_{\infty} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \left\| {\hat{g}}_{\ell} - {\hat{g}}_{\infty} \right\|_{H^{1/2}{(\Gamma)}} + \left\| P_{\ell}\mathcal{L}{\hat{g}}_{\infty} - P_{\infty}\mathcal{L}{\hat{g}}_{\infty} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}\overset{\ell\rightarrow\infty}{\longrightarrow}0\text{.}$$ Fourth, let ${\widetilde{U}}_{\ell,\infty} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ be the unique solution of the discrete auxiliary problem $$\left\langle \nabla{\widetilde{U}}_{\ell,\infty},\nabla V_{\ell} \right\rangle_{\Omega} = \left\langle \nabla u,\nabla V_{\ell} \right\rangle_{\Omega} - \left\langle \nabla P_{\infty}\mathcal{L}{\hat{g}}_{\infty},\nabla V_{\ell} \right\rangle_{\Omega}\quad\text{for~all~}V_{\ell} \in \mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)\text{.}$$ Due to the nestedness of the ansatz spaces $\mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$, we derive a priori convergence ${\widetilde{U}}_{\ell,\infty}\overset{\ell\rightarrow\infty}{\longrightarrow}{\widetilde{u}}_{\infty} \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$, where ${\widetilde{u}}_{\infty}$ denotes the Galerkin solution with respect to the closure of $\bigcup_{\ell = 0}^{\infty}\mathcal{S}_{D}^{1}\left( \mathcal{T}_{\ell} \right)$ in $H_{0}^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$, see e.g.  [@br000150]. With the stability of  [(83)](#fd000800){ref-type="disp-formula"} and  [(84)](#fd000810){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we obtain $$\left\| \nabla\left( {\widetilde{U}}_{\ell,\infty} - {\widetilde{U}}_{\ell} \right) \right\|_{L^{2}{(\Omega)}} \lesssim \left\| \mathcal{L}_{\ell}{\hat{g}}_{\ell} - P_{\infty}\mathcal{L}{\hat{g}}_{\infty} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}}\overset{\ell\rightarrow\infty}{\longrightarrow}0\text{,}$$ and therefore ${\widetilde{U}}_{\ell}\overset{\ell\rightarrow\infty}{\longrightarrow}{\widetilde{u}}_{\infty}$ in $H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$. Finally, we conclude $$U_{\ell} = {\widetilde{U}}_{\ell} + \mathcal{L}_{\ell}{\hat{g}}_{\ell}\overset{\ell\rightarrow\infty}{\longrightarrow}{\widetilde{u}}_{\infty} + P_{\infty}\mathcal{L}{\hat{g}}_{\infty} ≕ u_{\infty} \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)\text{,}$$ which concludes the proof. □

RemarkNote that [Proposition 16](#e000145){ref-type="statement"} also holds if the Scott--Zhang projection is used to discretize $g \approx g_{\ell} = P_{\ell}g$. This immediately follows from [Lemma 15](#e000135){ref-type="statement"}, since $\left. g_{\ell} = \left( P_{\ell}\mathcal{L}g \right)|_{\Gamma_{D}}\rightarrow\left( P_{\infty}\mathcal{L}g \right)|_{\Gamma_{D}} \right.$ as $\left. \ell\rightarrow\infty \right.$.  □

Theorem 17*Suppose that either the* $L^{2}$*-projection* $g_{\ell} = \Pi_{\ell}g$ *or the Scott--Zhang operator* $g_{\ell} = P_{\ell}g$ *is used to discretize the Dirichlet data* $g \in H^{1}\left( \Gamma \right)$ *. Then,*   [Algorithm  7](#e000060){ref-type="statement"}   *guarantees* $\lim_{\ell}\left\| u - U_{\ell} \right\|_{H^{1}{(\Omega)}} = 0$ *for both*  2*D and*  3*D.*

ProofWith [Proposition 16](#e000145){ref-type="statement"} and the estimator reduction  [(73)](#fd000685){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we obtain $$\varrho_{\ell + 1}^{2} \leq q\,\varrho_{\ell}^{2} + \alpha_{\ell}\text{,}\quad\text{where~}0 < q < 1\quad\text{and}\quad\alpha_{\ell} \geq 0\text{~with~}\alpha_{\ell}\overset{\ell\rightarrow\infty}{\longrightarrow}0\text{.}$$ From this and elementary calculus, we deduce estimator convergence $\lim_{\ell}\varrho_{\ell} = 0$, cf.  [@br000155] for the concept of estimator reduction. According to reliability of $\varrho_{\ell}$, this yields convergence of the adaptive algorithm. □

Note, however, that this convergence result is much weaker than the contraction result of [Theorem 11](#e000095){ref-type="statement"}. With the techniques of the present paper, it is unclear how to prove a contraction result if the additional orthogonality relation  [(33)](#fd000190){ref-type="disp-formula"} fails to hold.

7. Numerical experiment {#s000120}
=======================

7.1. Example with known solution {#s000125}
--------------------------------

On the Z-shaped domain $\Omega = \left( - 1,1 \right)^{2} \smallsetminus {conv}\left\{ \left( 0,0 \right),\left( - 1, - 1 \right),\left( 0, - 1 \right) \right\}$, we consider the mixed boundary value problem  [(1)](#fd000005){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where the partition of the boundary $\Gamma = \partial\Omega$ into Dirichlet boundary $\Gamma_{D}$ and Neumann boundary $\Gamma_{N}$ as well as the initial mesh are shown in [Fig. 2](#f000010){ref-type="fig"}. We prescribe the exact solution $u\left( x \right)$ in polar coordinates by $$u\left( x \right) = r^{4/7}\cos\left( 4\varphi/7 \right)\quad\text{for~}x = r\,\left( \cos\varphi,\sin\varphi \right)\text{.}$$ Then, $f = - \Delta u \equiv 0$, and the solution $u$ as well as its Dirichlet data $g = u|_{\Gamma_{D}}$ admit a generic singularity at the reentrant corner $r = 0$. For comparison, we implemented both marking strategies for the adaptive algorithm including the modified Dörfler criterion proposed in  [@br000085]. We refer to the extended preprint  [@br000095] for details.

[Fig. 3](#f000015){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison between uniform and adaptive mesh refinement. For the algorithm based on the modified Dörfler marking, we use $\theta ≔ \vartheta = \theta_{1} = \theta_{2}$. For both algorithms, we then vary the adaptivity parameter $\theta$ between 0.2 and 0.8. We observe that both adaptive algorithms lead to the optimal convergence rate $\mathcal{O}\left( N^{- 1/2} \right)$ for all choices of $\theta$, whereas uniform refinement leads only to suboptimal convergence behavior of approximately $\mathcal{O}\left( N^{- 2/7} \right)$.

Note that due to $f \equiv 0$, we have ${osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell} \equiv 0$ in this example. In [Fig. 4](#f000020){ref-type="fig"}, we compare the jump terms $$\eta_{\Omega,\ell}^{2} ≔ \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{\Omega}}\left| E \right|\underset{L^{2}{(E)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \left\lbrack \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\rbrack \right\|}}\text{,}$$ the Dirichlet data oscillations ${osc}_{D,\ell}$, and the Neumann jump terms $$\eta_{N,\ell}^{2} ≔ \sum\limits_{E \in \mathcal{E}_{\ell}^{N}}\left| E \right|\underset{L^{2}{(E)}}{\overset{2}{\left\| \phi - \partial_{n}U_{\ell} \right\|}}$$ for uniform and adaptive refinement. Due to the corner singularity at $r = 0$, uniform refinement leads to a suboptimal convergence behavior for $\eta_{\Omega,\ell}$ and even for ${osc}_{D,\ell}$ and $\eta_{N,\ell}$, i.e. all contributions of $\varrho_{\ell}^{2} = \eta_{\Omega,\ell}^{2} + \eta_{N,\ell}^{2} + {osc}_{D,\ell}$ show the same poor convergence rate of approximately $\mathcal{O}\left( N^{- 2/7} \right)$. For adaptive mesh-refinement, we observe that the optimal order of convergence is retained, namely $\varrho_{\ell} \simeq \eta_{\ell} = \mathcal{O}\left( N^{- 1/2} \right)$. Moreover, we even observe optimal convergence behavior ${osc}_{D,\ell} \simeq \eta_{N,\ell} = \mathcal{O}\left( N^{- 3/4} \right)$ for the boundary contributions of $\varrho_{\ell}$.

Finally, in [Fig. 2](#f000010){ref-type="fig"}, the initial mesh $\mathcal{T}_{0}$ and the adaptively generated mesh $\mathcal{T}_{9}$ with $N = 10966$ Elements are visualized. As expected, adaptive refinement is essentially concentrated around the reentrant corner $r = 0$.

7.2. Example with unknown solution {#s000130}
----------------------------------

On the L-shaped domain $\Omega = \left( - 1,1 \right)^{2} \smallsetminus \left( - 1,0 \right) \times \left( 0,1 \right)$, we consider the mixed boundary value problem  [(1)](#fd000005){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The initial configuration with Dirichlet boundary $\Gamma_{D}$, Neumann boundary $\Gamma_{N}$, as well as the initial mesh is shown in [Fig. 5](#f000025){ref-type="fig"}. For the unknown solution $u \in H^{1}\left( \Omega \right)$, we prescribe in polar coordinates with respect to $\left( 0,0 \right)$$$g = u|_{\Gamma_{D}} = r^{2/3}\sin\left( 2\varphi/3 \right)\quad\text{on~}\Gamma_{D}\text{,}$$$$\phi = \partial_{n}u = 0\quad\text{on~}\Gamma_{N}\text{,}$$$$f = - \Delta u = \left| 1 - r \right|^{- 1/4}\quad\text{in~}\Omega\text{.}$$ There holds $g \in H^{1}\left( \Gamma_{D} \right)$, $\phi \in L^{2}\left( \Gamma_{N} \right)$, and $f \in L^{2}\left( \Omega \right)$. Note that the Dirichlet data $g$ has a singularity at the reentrant corner $\left( 0,0 \right)$, whereas the volume force $f$ is singular along the circle around $\left( 0,0 \right)$ with radius $r = 1$. Again, we compare the standard Dörfler marking strategy as well the modified Dörfler marking with the uniform approach. [Fig. 6](#f000030){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison between uniform and adaptive mesh refinement. The parameters $\theta = \vartheta = \theta_{1} = \theta_{2}$ are varied between $0.2$ and $0.8$. Both adaptive algorithms lead to optimal convergence rate $\mathcal{O}\left( N^{- 1/2} \right)$ for all choices of $\theta$, whereas uniform refinement leads only to a suboptimal rate of $\mathcal{O}\left( N^{- 1/3} \right)$. In [Fig. 7](#f000035){ref-type="fig"}, we compare the estimator contributions which (in contrast to the previous example) include additional volume oscillations ${osc}_{\mathcal{E},\ell}$. Due to the data singularities, as well as the singularity introduced by the change of the boundary condition, uniform refinement leads only to suboptimal convergence rates for all estimator contributions. For adaptive mesh-refinement, we observe that the optimal order of convergence is retained. This means $\varrho_{\ell} \simeq \eta_{\ell} = \mathcal{O}\left( N^{- 1/2} \right)$ and includes even optimal convergence behavior ${osc}_{D,\ell} \simeq \eta_{N,\ell} = \mathcal{O}\left( N^{- 3/4} \right)$ for the boundary contributions of $\varrho_{\ell}$. In [Fig. 5](#f000025){ref-type="fig"}, one observes the adaptive refinement towards the singularity in the reentrant corner as well as the circular singularity of $f$ and the singularities which stem from the change of boundary conditions.
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![For each triangle $T \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell}$, there is one fixed *reference edge*, indicated by the double line (left, top). Refinement of $T$ is done by bisecting the reference edge, where its midpoint becomes a new node. The reference edges of the son triangles $T^{\prime} \in \mathcal{T}_{\ell + 1}$ are opposite to this newest vertex (left, bottom). To avoid hanging nodes, one proceeds as follows: we assume that certain edges of $T$, but at least the reference edge, are marked for refinement (top). Using iterated newest vertex bisection, the element is then split into 2, 3, or 4 son triangles (bottom).](gr1){#f000005}

![Z-shaped domain with initial mesh $\mathcal{T}_{0}$ and adaptively generated mesh $\mathcal{T}_{9}$ with $N = 10966$ for $\theta = 0.5$ in [Algorithm 7](#e000060){ref-type="statement"}. The Dirichlet boundary $\Gamma_{D}$ is marked with a solid line, whereas the dashed line denotes the Neumann boundary $\Gamma \smallsetminus \Gamma_{D}$.](gr2){#f000010}

![Numerical results for $\varrho_{\ell}$ for uniform and adaptive mesh-refinement with [Algorithm 7](#e000060){ref-type="statement"} resp. the modified Dörfler marking and $\theta \in \left\{ 0.2,0.5,0.8 \right\}$, plotted over the number of elements $N = \#\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$.](gr3){#f000015}

![Numerical results for $\eta_{\Omega,\ell}$, ${osc}_{D,\ell}$, and $\eta_{N,\ell}$ for uniform and adaptive mesh-refinement with [Algorithm 7](#e000060){ref-type="statement"} and $\theta = 0.5$, plotted over the number of elements $N = \#\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$. Adaptive refinement leads to optimal convergence rates.](gr4){#f000020}

![L-shaped domain with initial mesh $\mathcal{T}_{0}$ and adaptively generated mesh $\mathcal{T}_{9}$ with $N = 12177$ for $\theta = 0.5$ in [Algorithm 7](#e000060){ref-type="statement"}. The Dirichlet boundary $\Gamma_{D}$ is marked with a solid line, whereas the dashed line denotes the Neumann boundary $\Gamma \smallsetminus \Gamma_{D}$.](gr5){#f000025}

![Numerical results for $\varrho_{\ell}$ for uniform and adaptive mesh-refinement with [Algorithm 7](#e000060){ref-type="statement"} resp. the modified Dörfler marking and $\theta \in \left\{ 0.2,0.5,0.8 \right\}$, plotted over the number of elements $N = \#\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$.](gr6){#f000030}

![Numerical results for $\eta_{\Omega,\ell}$, ${osc}_{D,\ell}$, and $\eta_{N,\ell}$ for uniform and adaptive mesh-refinement with [Algorithm 7](#e000060){ref-type="statement"} and $\theta = 0.5$, plotted over the number of elements $N = \#\mathcal{T}_{\ell}$. Adaptive refinement leads to optimal convergence rates.](gr7){#f000035}
